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SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
Putting Knowledge ro W o r k  
OFFICERS 
President 
EUGENE B. JACKSON 
Research Laboratories, General Motors Corporation 
Warren, Michigan 
First Vice-president and President-Elect 
ETHEL S. KLAHRE 
Federal Reserve Bank of  Cleveland, Cleveland, Obio 
Second Vice-president 
FLORINE A. OLTMAN 
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Maxwell AFB, Alabama 
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Immediate Past-President 
WINIFRED SEWELL 
National Library o f  Medicine, Washington, D. C .  
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SARA AULL 
University of Houston 
Houston 4, Texas 
LORRAINE CIBOCH 
Fansteel Metallurgical Corporation 
North Chicago, Illinois 
W. ROY HOLLEMAN 
School of Library Science 
University of Southern California 
Los Angeles, California 
PAUL W. RILEY 
College of Business Administration 
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Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 
EDWARD G. STRABLE 
J .  Walter  Thompson Co.  
Chicago, Illinois 
MRS. ELIZABETH R. USHER 
Metropolitan Museum o f  Art 
N e w  York,  N e w  York 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY: BILL M. WOODS 
Special Libraries Association 
31 East 10 Street, New York 3, New York 
MEMBERSHIP 
Dues: Sfd~taining - $100 ; Active - $15 ; Associate - $10; 
Afiliate - $15 ; Student - $2 ; Emeritus - $5 ; Life - $250. 
For qualifications, privileges and further information, write 
the Executive Secretary, Special Libraries Association. 
PUBLICATIONS 
.............. Aviation subject headings, 1949 $1.75 
Bibliography of new guides and aids to 
public documents use 1953-1956 (SLA 
.................... bibliography no. 2 ) ,  1957 1.50 
A checklist for the organization, opera- 
tion and evaluation of a company li- 
.............................................. brary, 1960 2.00 
Contributions toward a special library 
........................ glossary, 2nd ed., 1950 1.25 
Correlation index document series & PB 
.......................................... reports, 1953 10.00 
Creation & development of an insur- 
.................. ance library, rev. ed., 1949 2.00 
........ Directory of special libraries, 1953 5 .OO 
Guide to Metallurgical Information 
...... (SLA Bibliography no. 3), 1961 4.00 
Guide to special issues and indexes of 
periodicals, 1962 .................................... 5.75 
Guide to the SLA loan collection of 
classification schemes and subject head- 
.......................... ing lists, 5th ed., 1961 4.00 
Handbook of scientific and technical 
awards in the United States and Can- 
............................ ada. 1900-1952, 1956 3.00 
Map collections in the U. S. and Can- 
ada; a directory, 1954 .......................... 3.00 
National insurance organizations in the 
United States and Canada, 1957 ........ 
Picture sources: an introductory list, 
1959 ........................................................ 
SLA directory of members, as of Octo- 
ber 21, 1960 ............................ members 
nonmembers 
Source list of selected labor statistics, 
........................................ rev. ed., 1953 
Sources of commodity prices, 1960 ........ 
Special Libraries Association-its first 
fifty years, 1909-1959, 1959 ................ 
Special Libraries Association personnel 
................................ survey 1959, 1960 
Subject headings for aeronautical engi- 
neering libraries, 1949 .......................... 
Subject headings for financial libraries, 
1954 .......................................................... 
Translators and translations: services and 
.......................................... sources, 1959 
U. S. sources of petroleum and natural 
gas statistics, 1961 .................................. 
Visual presentation. Our library, 1953 .. 
TECHNICAL BOOK REVIEW INDEX-Subscription, $7.50; Foreign, $8.00; Single copies, 75& 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES is published 
May to August, at 73 Main Street, 
New York. Second class postage pald 
by Special Libraries Association, monthly 
Brattleboro, Vermont. Editorial Offices: 31 
at Brattleboro, Vermont. 
September 
East 10th 
to April, bimonthly 
Street, New York 3, 
I Librarians: 
11 IF you want to reduce your cost of periodical renewals 
1 IF you want accurate automated invoicing 
IF YOU want accurate automated publisher ordering 
IF you want experiance-over 75 years of continuous 
service to libraries 
IF you want ordering access to over l8,OOO periodicals 
THEN 
We invite you to visit us at Booth #5, 1962 SLA Meeting, Wash- 
ington, D. C., and ask about our "Till Forbidden" IBM-RAMAC 
subscription service. 
F. W. FAXON COMPANY 
INCORPORATED 
LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION AGENCY 
83 FRANCIS STREET 
BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS 
Continuous Service to Libraries since 1886 
MAY- JUNE 1962 
Going to Washington? 
Visit Booth 63 
We want to tell you about our 50-volunle SPACE TECHNOLOGY LIBRARY, 
an invaluable source of aerospace information for continuous study, reference 
and guidance. More than 100 prominent aerospace authors, collaborators and 
contributors are collating, identifying, interpreting and summarizing extensive 
background material and research findings to bring the vast body of aerospace 
knowledge into book form. 
At Booth 63 you will also find such exciting new books as FOURIER SERIES 
by Georgi Tolstov, rrcinslated by  Riclrtrrd Silverniotr, MODERN ITERATIVE 
ANALYSIS by Richurd Vurgci (P-H International Series in Applied Mathe- 
matics), SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE PHYSICS by Allen N~cssbaum (P-H 
International Series in Engineering). 
Also of special interest are: COST ESTIMATING AND PRICING WITH 
MACHINE HOUR RATES by Spencer Tucker; EXECUTIVE'S GUIDE T O  
EFFECTIVE SPEAKING AND WRITING by Frederick C. Dyer; HOW I 
MANAGE: A COMPANY PRESIDENT'S GUIDE TO GROWTH by Howard 
Begg; USING CHARTS T O  IMPROVE PROFITS by Ely Froncis. 
New books in the P-H International Series in Management are: BUSINESS 
SIMULATION: IN INDUSTRIAL AND UNIVERSITY EDUCATION by 
G&enlriw, Herron, Rmvdon; METHODS AND MODELS O F  OPERATIONS 
RESEARCH by A. Knrrfmnnn, trrinslnrerl by Royer rind Roger, Inc. 
And be sure to see A STRATEGY OF INVESTING FOR HIGHER RETURN 
by Richnrd H. Rrish; CREDIT AND COLLECTION MANAGEMENT, 3rd 
Edition, by William J .  Schrrltz, H ~ d ~ v i g  Reinlir~rrlt; CREDITS AND COLLEC- 
TIONS, 5th Edition, by  Ricl~rirtl I! Ettingcr, Drrvirl E. Colieb; EXECUTIVE 
SKILLS: THEIR DYNAMICS AND DEVELOPMENT by George Bello~vs, 
Thornus Q.  di lson,  George Orliorne; MATHEMATICS FOR ECONOMISTS: 
AN ELEMENTARY SURVEY by Taro Yatnritre. 
For those of you unable to attend, complete catalogs and approval copies are 
available from Library Service Department, Box 500. 
PRENTICE-HALL, INC. Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
The Most "Corn fortable" Reader 
This is the Microcard Mark VII Reader, combining the craftsmanship 
and precision engineering of Microcard readers with a host of new com- 
fort innovations for the user. For example, the Mark VII is equipped 
with a "comfort-control" setting which allows a balancing of reader 
light with existing room light, minimizing eye strain and reading fatigue. 
The Mark VII contains a built-in blower displacing 100 cubic feet of 
air per minute. Coupled with the double heat-absorbing glass in the 
optical system and a new condenser lens, it assures cool, comfortable 
operation, even when used for long periods of time. 
Readily portable and simple to use, the Mark VII opens the world 
of research and knowledge on Microcards to even the smallest library 




MANUFACTURERS OF MICROCARD READERS AND COPIERS / WEST SALEM, WISCONSIN 
MAY-JUNE 1962 
"CONFIDENCE" In Our  Complete Periodicals Service 
-American or foreign. All periodicals handled with a degree of accuracy second 
to none! Write for our Brochure-then ASK FOR REFERENCES from any one of the 
hundreds of Librarians taking advantage of our outstanding and accepted proce- 
dures.-Specialists in the Special Library field. 
(Send Your List for a Quotation and Recommendations) 
"PROMPTNESS IS A TRADITION WITH McGREGOR" 
SEE US AT 
-and Promptness is  a mark of Ex- SLA CONFERENCE 
perience, Trained Personnel, Ample WASHINGTON 
BOOTH NO. 68 
Facilities, Proper Working Space, Fi- 
nancial Stability, Responsible Man- 
agement, Completeness of Service, 
and EfFiciency. 
MOUNT MORRIS, ILLINOIS 
A it'ezu Reprint Now Available 
Geological Society of America: Bulletin 
Volumes 1-10, 1890-1899 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cloth bound set $320.00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Paper bound set 285.00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Single volumes, paper bound 27.50 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Index to Vols. 1-10, paper bound 10.00 
I n  preparation 
Volumes 11-36, 1900-1925 
JOHNSON REPRINT CORPORATION 
New York and London 
11 1 Fifth Avenue Berkeley Square House 
New York 3, N. Y. London, W.l, England 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
I FROM THE PERGAMON BOOKSHELF 
JOHN VON NEUMANN COLLECTED WORKS 
Edited by A. H. Taub, Research Professor of Applied Mathematics, University of Ill inois 
These six volumes of the collected mathematical works of John von Neumann con- 
tain a reprinting of his published papers, some hitherto unpublished work. govern- 
mental reports recently released and reviews, written by various experts, of his un- 
published work. 
A bibliography is given at the end of each volume containing a listing of von Neu- 
mann's scientific works, including his books and mimeographed lecture notes. These 
unique volumes will be of the greatest possible interest to physicists, pure and ap- 
plied mathematicians, automation and electronic scientists and engineers, astrophysi- 
cists, hydrodynamicists, metorologists and economists. 
Volume I LOGIC, THEORY O F  SETS A N D  OUANTUM MECHANICS 
Volume2 OPERATORS, ERGODIC THEORY A N D  ALMOST PERIODIC FUNCTIONS I N  A 
GROUP 
Volume 3 RINGS O F  OPERATORS 
Volume 4 CONTINUOUS GEOMETRY A N D  OTHER TOPICS 
Volume5 DESIGN O F  COMPUTERS, THEORY OF AUTOMATA A N D  NUMERICAL 
ANALYSIS 
Volume6 THEORY OF GAMES, ASTROPHYSICS, HYDRODYNAMICS A N D  METEOR- 
OLOGY 
Approx. 3,500 pp. Single volumes $14.00 Set $80.00 
ADVENTURES IN RADIOISOTOPE RESEARCH 
by Professor George de Hevesy, lnstifute of Theoretical Physics. Copenhagen and the Research Institute 
for Organic Chemisfry, Stockholm 
Partial Contents 
INORGANIC AND PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY: Analytical applications; Activation analysis; 
Electrochemistry; Interchange studies; Tracers in  the search for unknown stable elements. 
LIFE SCIENCE: Skeleton studies; Phosphatides; Fatty acids; Iron metabolism; Studies in 
radiation biology; Botanical studies; Lectures. 
1038 pp., il lustrated 2 volumes Set $30.00 
VISTAS IN ASTRONOMY, VOLUME 5 
Edited b y  Arthur Beer, The Observatories, University of Camhridge 
Partial Contents 
Distribution of stars and interstellar absorption, by G. Alter; Galactic orbit of stars, 
by L. Perek; The magnetic fields in planetary nebulae, by G. A. Gurzadian; On the 
evolution of close binary stars, by F. B. Wood. 
232 pp., il lustrated $1 2.50 
In the same series: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Vistas i n  Astronomy Vol. 1 .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$28.00 Vol. 3 .  18.00 
V01.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  44.00 vo1.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12.00 
ADVANCES IN HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 
Proceedings of the XVth International Horticultural Congress, Nice 
Edited under the direction of The National Hort icultural Society of France by Jean-Claude Garnaud 
These three volumes comprise the material presented by the world's leading horticul- 
tural experts at the XVth International Congress of Horticulture held at Nice, at- 
tended by over 800 delegates from 60 countries. 
1,546 pp., il lustrated The 3-volume set 960.00 
P E R G A M O N  PRESS, INC.  
Dept. SLX. 122 EAST 55TH STREET, NEW YORK 22, N. Y. 







a new reading adventure 
in medicine and the arts 
Partial Table o f  Contents 
I. THROUGH THE MAGIC 
DOOR OF WORDS / The 
Fabric and Creation o f  a Dream 
- More Magic in Words Friends 
for the Road N o  Books on the 
Ferry from Hong Kong Tell 
M e  n Story 
11. THE WONDER-WORLD 
OF SYMBOLS / Symbols and 
Medicine On  A n  Armenian 
"Flying Carpet" 
111. THE MARCH OF 
MEDICAL HISTORY / The 
Great Historical Challengeu in 
Medicine. "That Skill Thnt D m t h  
Loves Not".  und others 
IV. THE EPIC OF MEDICINE 
V: JOURNEYS, PORTS, 
PEOPLES / The Family o f  Man 
Vast and Wide Is the World 
The Restless Emerald. The 
Chase o f  the Butterfly . Those 
Glittering Towers. and others 
VI. LOVE, LUST, AND 
LETTERS / Ars Amandi 
Casanova, Then and Now 
A Letter from Madame 
VII. THE MARVELS OF 
MAN / The Mask and the 
Mirror The Miracle Tool 
The Eye and the Glance 
VIII. THE PHILOSOPHY OF 
MEDICINE / Doctors Must 
Tell Man, as Nature and as 
History 
I X .  RELIGIO MEDIC1 
To  Be a Doctor The Young 
Princes. The Legacy o f  St. Luke 
INDEX 
ESSAYS ON T H E  ARTS A N D  T H E  
HISTORY A N D  PHILOSOPHY O F  MEDICINE 
by F E L I X  M A R T I - I B A ~ E Z ,  M .  D .  
Editor-in-Chief o f  the Medical Newsmagazine, M D ;  
Former Professor and Chairman, Department of the 
History of Medicine, N e w  York Medical College 
T h i s  new collection of articles and essays traverses the 
vast expanse of human experience to present a fresh 
and exciting view of the world of medicine and the 
arts. ARIEL: ESSAYS ON THE ARTS AND THE HISTORY 
AND PHILOSOPHY OF MEDICINE combines new concepts, 
original observations, and imaginative thinking in a 
book that will give many hours of reading pleasure. 
One of the outstanding features of this collection of 42 
essays and articles is the inclusion of the author's 13 
original expanded versions of his introductions to the 
installments of THE EPIC OF MEDICINE, which origi- 
nally appeared in the medical newsmagazine, MD. As 
a unit they provide a dramatic and cogent preface to 
the history of medicine. The other essays and articles 
in this volume cover a wide range of both historical and 
contemporary subjects. 
ARIEL is a book for those who choose to explore the 
wondrous paths of the human mind. It is a book for 
physicians, philosophers, sociologists, educators, stu- 
dents-all who know the excitement of discovery and 
seek new ideas. 292 PAGES/CLOTH  BOUND/$^.^^ 
455535555555555555555555S353-5 
MD PUBLICATIONS, INC. 4 
30 East Sixtieth Street, New York 22,  N. Y 2 
Pleuse send m e .  . . . .  .copies of ARIEL: ESSAYS ON THE 4 4 ARTS AND THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF MEDICINE 4 
by FPlix Marti-lbdfiez, M.D. @ $6.50,4 
4 




bill me 4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ADDRESS (If payment is ' .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  enclosed, we 4 
CITY ZONE STATE pay postage.) 4 4 CCCCCCCCCCCCtCCCCtCCCCtCCtt.1-C 
PUBLICATIONS, INC. / NEW YORK 
MAY-JUNE 1962 
I Accepted as the.standard for durability and beauty in libraries throughout the country. Interesting and informative brochures on library furniture are available on request. I 
I Illustrated: Our installation in the Ferndale High School, Ferndale, Michigan. I 
H. L. GERTH VAN WlJK 
A DICTIONARY OF PLANT NAMES 
2 vols. in 3; 4t0, 3140 pages in double-columns, paperbound 
Haarlem 191 1-16 (Reprint 1962) $175.00 
Edition strictly limited, place your order now for this famous dictionary, long out 
of print and unobtainable. 
E. BOlSSlER 
FLORA ORIENTALIS, SEU ENUMERATIO PLANTARUM 
IN ORIENTE A CRAECIA ET AEGYPTO AD INDIAE 
FINES HUCUSQUE OBSERVATARUM 
5 vols. & supplement, 5868 pages, Portrait, 6 plates, cloth 
Geneva 1867-1 888 (Reprint 1962) Subscription Price $350.00 
Price after publication 380.00 
The fundamental work on the subject, and one of the rarest botanical works. 
STECHERT-HAFNER, INC. 
Founded in New York 1872 
T h e  World's Leading International Booksellers 
31 EAST loth STREET, NEW Y O R K  3, N. Y .  
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
Protect books in demand 
with -- Gaylord Book Jacket Covers 
Smooth, clear, sinart lookilzg jacket covers 
add circulatiolz appeal to auy book. 
A basic iwe?ztory of o?z& 6 adjustable 
sizes gives a custom jit for most stuudard 
size jictioiz alrd ~ Z O ~ Z - j i c t i o ? ~ .  Assure 
full book-life beauty aud Iotzger circulatiotz 
with GuyIord Book Jacket Covers, 
Write for complete information. 
Gaylord Bros., Inc. L/B/4AWSI/PPL/fS 
SYRACUSE. N .  Y. S T O C K T O N ,  CALIF. 
MAY-JUNE 1962 
the new, expgrrdecl 
Arnerican Men of Science 
a distinguished biographical directory founded in 1906 . . . offerhg data on 114,000 
leaders in the Physical, Biological, Social, and Behavioral Sciences 
So great has been the expansion in the field of science since the 9th edition appeared 
six years ago, that what was then a three-volume set has now grown to five big volumes. 
The Physical and Biological Sciences now fill four volumes (divided into A-E, F-K, L-R, 
and S-Z) covering 90,000 people (22,000 more than in the last edition!). And, the Social 
and Behavioral Sciences, when ready in the Fall of 1962, will provide coverage of 
some 24,000 names (an increase of 6,000 over its predecessor!). 
Here you'll find latest biographical data on living Americans (including Canadians) 
who are actively contributing to the advancement of science. Details given include: full 
name, position, address, field of specialization, birthplace, degrees, positions held, mem- 
berships, research specialties. 
AMERICAN MEN OF SCIENCE is sponsored by the National Academy o f  
Sciences, the National Research Council, and the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science and is published by the Jaques Cattell Press, a sub- 
sidiary o f  the R .  R.  Bowker Company. 
The Physical and Biological Sciences-in four volumes-now available at $100 
net pp. for the set. 
The Social and Behavioral Sciences-coming Fall 1962-priced at $25 net pp. 
O R D E R  F R O M :  




I n  just a few weeks, the 1961 Annual 
Volume of The New York Times Index 
will be off the press-with the detailed 
record of what happened during the entire 
365 day period. 
Under thousands of alphabetically ar- 
ranged headings, last year's events are re- 
corded and summarized in chronological 
order. Each item carries a date, page num- 
ber, and column number showing the 
story's exact location in your 1961 issues 
of The Times. Of course, the dates make 
i t  easier to track down information in 
other publications, too. 
But The Index a& will often answer 
all your questions about an event or situa- 
tion. You turn to a news summary, and the 
facts you need are right there. 
This new volume will be printed on long 
lasting rag paper and handsomely bound 
in library buckram. I t  will contain around 
1,100 pages of basic news information that 
will speed up your research on almost 
any subject under the sun. 
The 1961 Annual Volume will be priced 
at  $60, which is also the price of a year's 
subscription to the twice-a-month edition 
of The Index. When you order them both, 
as a unit, the price is only $95. You save 
$25, and get t h e  complete New York 
Times Index service enjoyed by over 90% 
of all Index subscribers. 
After our present Index subscribers have 
received their copies of the 1961 Annual 
Volume, only a small supply will be left. 
We suggest you lose no time in ordering 
either the complete Index service at  $95 
a year, or a copy of the new Annual 
Volume only at  $60. 
The New York Times Index 




FLAGS OF THE 
UNITED NATIONS 
40 pages in color 
FOR CATALOGUES AND INFORMATION 
ABOUT UN PUBLICATIONS CONTACT 
YOUR BOOKSHOP OR UNITED NATIONS, 
SALES SECTION, NEW YORK. 
I COME BROWSE AT SLA BOOTHS 
Serial Publications . 
Reference Volumes 
Recruitment Brochures . 
Public Relations Tools 
Translations Center Data . 
53rd Annual Convention 
I Special Libraries Association ( May 27-31 Washington, D C. 
I 
SWETS & ZElTLlNGER 
Keizersgracht 471 & 487 
Amsterdam-C. Holland 
New and Secondhand Bookdealers 
Current Subscriptions 
Periodicals, Sets, Backfiles, ond Separate 
Volumes. 
American Reprerentatrve 
WALTER D. LANTZ 
555 WOODSIDE AVE., BERWYN, PA. 
Suburban Philadelphia Phone: Niagara 4-4944 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
"A comprehensiue review of the principles 
nrld general features of existing ins twments  
. . . an  effective effort to bring together the 
a-ilailable information on gyroscopic devices." 
C .  S. Draper, Sc.D. 
Head o f  t h e  Aeronautics and Astronautics Department  
.Ilas,sachu.setts I n s t i t u t e  of Technology 
AN ENGINEERING APPROACH TO 
GYROSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS 
by Elliott J. Siff. M.S. 
Engineering Director for Inertial Equipment of Sperry Rand Corp. 
and Claude 1. Emmerich. D.Sc. 
Head of Stabilization and Navigation Branch 
Sorden Division, United Aircraft Corporation 
Recommended by: Electrical Engineering, 
$7.50 
Electronic Equipment Engineering, Design News, a t  your 
Electrical Design News, Control Engineering. 
bookstore 
ROBERT SPELLER & SONS PUBLISHERS, INC., 33 West 42 st., New york 36 C
or at: 
l17estern Periodicals Co., 5734 Tu junga  Ace., Nor th  Rol lywo-;d,  Calif.  
"A quick reference desk book with this assortment of information 
I is a very handy tool. It should become a habit." 
I 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES, March 1962 
1962 BOWKER ANNUAL 
OF LIBRARY & BOOK TRADE INFORMATION 
Try a copy yourself-and see how this annual 
fact-book (formerly The American Library, 6 
Book Trade Annual) can provide you with al l  
kinds o f  hard-to-find information. Statistics 
and articles, gathered together from dozens 
of scattered sources, are al l  presented here 
in one convenient volume. Original sources 
are clearly identified, and there are many 
analyses t o  help you interpret the figures. 
Order a copy on approval- ou can send it 
back within two weeks if you d on't find it use- 
ful! $6.95 net pp. from R. R. BOWKER CO., 
62 W. 45th St., New York 36. 
PART I includes: 
library salary statistics 
book price trends 
publishers' imprints 
librar expenditures 
publis 1 ing statistics 
library standards 
PART II includes: 
library assn. addresses 
officers' names 
committee activities 
MAY- JUNE 1962 
T o  facilitate the  rapid 
location of specialized data 
and statistics i n  
t m d e ,  technical 








An alphabetical listing of 799 period- 
icals with a brief description of their 
annual sections, supplements and/or 
features and editorial and advertising 
indexes. Title, subject and release 
months of the special annual features 
are given, as are the month of release,, 
frequency and form of the indexes. An 
extensive index provides rapid access 
to subject classifications of special an- 
nual features and periodicals. 
136 pages 1962 $3.73 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
ASSOCIATION 
31 East 10th St. New York 3 
MAGAFILES 
The mosi practical and economical files 
for unbouml magazines and pamphlets. 
Free sample MAGAFILE-with com- 
plete description and price list-will be 
sent upon request. It must sell itself 
-no salesman follow-up. See, try and 
prove to your own satisfaction with no 
obligation. A card today will bring a 
sample MAGAFILE by return mail. 
THE MAGAFILE CO. 
P. 0. BOX 3121 ST. L O U I S  30, MO. 
WALTER J. JOHNSON, INC. 
Complete subscription service for 
domestic and foreign periodicals 
Sale and Acquisition of 
Scientific periodicals: complete sets, 
short runs, single volumes-all fields, 
all languages 
Send requirements and offers to 
WALTER J. JOHNSON, INC. 
111 Fifth Avenue New York 3, N. Y. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
Announcing the first work of this kind 
puts the whole of physical knowledge on one bookshelf! 
ENCYCLOPAEDIC DICTIONARY OF PHYSICS 
Editor-in-Chief: J. Thewlis (Harwelll 
Associate Editors: R. C. Glass (London), D. J. Hughes (Brookhaven), 
A. R. Meetham (leddington) 
8 volumes-each 7-2/3" x 9-3/4"-approxi- 
mately 8,000 pages. 
15,000 articles, alphabetically arranged, 
include valuable bibliographies. 
Contributions by 3,609 distinguished scien- 
tists from all over the world. 
Subject Index volume quickly locates any 
topic or term in physics. 
After years of preparation, one of the monu- 
mental accomplishments of scientific publishing 
is now completed. Exhaustive, eminently au- 
thoritative, and entirely new, the Encyclopzedic 
Dictionary of Physics will prove indispensable 
to scientists, engineers, doctors, and teachers - 
as well as staff personnel in technical, research, 
industrial and design organizations. 
Probable Publication Date: May 1962 
Complete set, List Price $298.00 
FREE GLOSSARY ! 
A six-language Glossary (English, French, 
German, Spanish, Russian, Japanese) of 
15,000 physical terms is supplied at no 
extra cost to all purchasers of the Dic- 
tionary. The Glossary is also available 
separately for $60. 
COLLIER-MACMILLAN LIBRARY DIVISION 
The Crowell-Collier Publishing Company 60 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y. 
MAY-JUNE 1962 
Now.. . from Thomas Register 
THOMAS MICRO-CATALOGS 
New system pre-files more than 60,000 pages of catalog data on microfilm ... includes reader for rapid read-out 
Here's a new service for you from the directory that  industry has rated 
year-after-year as America's No. 1 directory.. . Thomas Register, and 
the price is surprisingly low . . . $250.00. 
What is Thomas Micro-Catalogs? 
S I ~ ~ P L Y  THIS: thousands and thousands of pages of catalog data from 
America's leading firms reduced to 72 pages per 4" by 6" acetate card. 
The pages are filed by company name and cross-referenced with 
Thomas Register. 
What does this mean to you? Faster search-out of catalog data re- 
quired from new buying problems. No writing letters for catalogs. No 
time lag. No nuisance of obsolete or dog-eared copies. No library non- 
sense. In  short, the catalog you want moments  after you want it. 
T h e  total price includes the complete Thomas Register (which you 
probably now buy);  the micro-catalog reader; the file drawer and 
one-year subscription to the Micro-Catalog cards. Send for full data 
nous. . . distribution will be limited to 3,500 units in charter year. 
HOW IT WORKS 
1. A NEW BUYING PROBLEM ARISES.. . 
Who makes "it."? You look in  TR, 
f lnd a group of logical sources. Now 
what? 
2. GET MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION 
once thls meant wrlte for catalog 
data This costs about $1 50 a letter 
says one survey, and takes seven to  
ten days, says another. But now . .  . 
check Thomas Mlcro-Catalogs flle, pull 
o u t  t h e  ca td ,  and s l i p  l t  i n t o  t h e  
viewer and . .  . 
3.  READ THE "SPECS" IN SECONDS. .. 
s~mple,  portable projector IS  easy to  
operate, easy to  scan, prowdes no 
rnamtenance problem. It throws up a 
btp 10" by 12'  Image on a t ~ n t e d  "eye 
saver" screen and IS clear enough to  
be read by several persons at one 
tvne. 
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NEW 0 - P  Catalogue Ready 
COMPACT and 
EASY TO READ 
Lightweight paper used for 
the 0 - P  format of U-M results 
in compact volumes. Quality re- 
production rivals original print- 
ing in clarity arid readability. 
Now 6000 Titles 
Available At Only 
3 % ~  Per Octavo Page 
Want lists grow shorter and shorter as 
University Microfilms' 0 - P  Book program 
keeps expanding. Perhaps all your current 
requests can be filled by referring to this 
new catalogue. Send for your copy. 
Russian Literature 
A rapidly growing feature of 0.-P books 
is the large Russian Literature section. 
1000 titles are now included - reproduc- 
tions of the most noted works, for use by 
Russian scholars and teachers. It is an in- 
expensive way to provide students with 
source materials. 
Prices of 0 - P  Books have no relation to 
scarcity or demand. All standard size vol- 
umes cost 31/24 per page including durable 
binding and paper cover (see photo). Rus- 
sian books slightly more. Library bindings 
are available. Details in catalogue. 
M I C R O F I L M S ,  INC. 
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Interlibrary Loan Analysis: 
Diagnostic for scientific Serials 
~ackfi le Acquisitions 
EUGENE E. GRAZIANO, Formerly Chief Science Librarian* 
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois 
T HE WORLD'S NEW and rapidly expanding universities and other agencies newly 
engaged in scientific activities face the uni- 
versal problem of how best to expend limited 
funds in acquiring backfiles of scientific 
serials (including periodicals) to support 
their programs. It is reasonable to expect the 
library of an organization to own the neces- 
sary source materials that are frequently used 
and to borrow items that are enormously 
expensive and seldom used. The great cost 
of scientific serial backfiles is caused by their 
being in demand, out-of-print and salable in 
minimum units of long runs. The inter-re- 
latedness of the sciences adds to the library's 
burden; even organizations involved in very 
narrow fields of activity must have available 
a great array of materials from many diverse 
scientific disciplines. Few libraries can hope 
to own all of the materials they are expected 
to provide. 
The problem of acquisitions is how to ob- 
tain the most for one's money. "The most" 
is seldom, if ever, clearly measurable. If 
most use be the criterion, how is it to be 
determined in advance? Other factors op- 
erate to make prediction extremely difficult; 
for example, an unexpected research devel- 
opment can make a carefully established and 
costly purchase program obsolete overnight, 
as the development of antibiotics has done 
in the field of medical literature. Prediction 
is especially difficult for a library that owns 
complete backfiles of the obviously important 
hard core of serial titles upon which there 
is reasonably universal agreement. Guides 
* Since making this study, Mr. Graziano has be- 
come Research Information Specialist, Lockheed 
Missiles and Space Company, Research Laborato- 
ries, Palo Alto, Calif. 
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based upon something other than intuition 
for selection of the less obvious titles. which 
constitute the bulk of scientific literature, 
would be of great value to such libraries. 
The simple hypothesis underlying this 
study assumes that titles most frequently re- 
quested for interlibrary loan in any given 
tlme interval (the longer the better) are the 
titles that should be considered for first 
purchase. Actually this approach of simple 
frequency analysis has yielded a great variety 
of information as well as a few inferences 
that may be generally applicable in evaluat- 
ing the effectiveness of any library's support 
of its institutional, social or company pro- 
grams. 
Method 
The particular situation in which this 
study was conducted is not unique. Southern 
Illinois University is a rapidly "exploding" 
university. From 1943-1960 the student 
body increased from a few thousand to 
twelve thousand-and is still growing. Grad- 
uate programs are being added constantly. 
From 195 5- 1960 library holdings increased 
from 170,000 to 350,000 volumes. 
The Science Library Division secures inter- 
l~brary loans for persons associated with the 
19 academic departments that it directly 
supports. Interlibrary loans are available 
mly  to faculty or to graduate students, with 
approval of a faculty member. 
Raw data was tabulated from all inter- 
library loans made for academic science de- 
partment clientele during the period January 
1958 to December 1960. This is presented in 
Tables I through V ;  the interpretation of 
this data occupies the body of this paper. 
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Data and Interpretation 
The data of Table I are arranged in a num- 
ber of columns. Column A lists 17 academic 
units that are themselves, or include, aca- 
demic departments at Southern Illinois Uni- 
versity. Column B indicates the level of the 
academic degrees that each department could 
grant in December 1960. The B.A. and B.S. 
u e  undergraduate degrees, M.A. and M.S. 
are at the master's level, and the Ph.D. at the 
doctoral level. Column C gives the number 
of faculty members per department in De- 
cember 1960. Column D shows the number 
of graduate students enrolled by department 
in the fall term for each of the years 1958, 
1959 and 1960. The average increase is at 
the approximate rate of 1 5  per cent each 
year. An important observation is that the 
total number of faculty very nearly approxi- 
mates the total number of graduate students. 
Columns E and F show the types of materials 
borrowed (monographs, theses and disserta- 
tions, serials) on interlibrary loan by each 
department; classification of borrower (fac- 
ulty or student) ; and total number of loans 
by department. Column G shows the per- 
centage of total loans by department. Col- 
umn H gives the number of different serial 
titles borrowed by each department. Column 
I gives the number of titles requested more 
than one time by each department. 
In the three-year interval, 503 loans were 
made. 54 were books (11 per cent), 105 
were theses and dissertations ( 2 1  per cent), 
and 344 were serial articles (68 per cent). 
These totals clearly show the relative usage 
of different types of materials in graduate 
and post-graduate scientific study and re- 
search. In this study "scientific reports" 
were included in the "serials" category, be- 
cmse they did not number in excess of four 
or five. Thls is startling; one would have 
expected a much larger number since this li- 
brary owns only declassified U.S. govern- 
ment reports that are listed in the Monthly 
Cutalog from 1955 to date. Report litera- 
ture may be scantily cited in the general 
literature and of less importance in academic 
situations than in industrial and pure re- 
search and development situations. 
Faculty used 87 per cent of all books 
borrowed, 40 per cent of all theses, 67 per 
cent of all serials, and 64 per cent of all 
loans of all types. I t  appears that faculty are 
interested in compendiums and published 
articles, whereas students are more concerned 
with theses and dissertations. Each group 
appears to be most interested in the type of 
literature that it is most likely to produce. 
Three departments are particularly inter- 
esting for their complete lack of serial loans: 
Home Economics, Nursing and Speech 
Correction. These disciplines are arts be- 
cause they apply science to practical purposes. 
There seems to be little correlation be- 
tween the number of persons with a depart- 
ment and the percentage of the total number 
of loans for which the department is re- 
sponsible. 
PERCENTAGE AVERAGE N U M B E R  
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A correlation does seem to exist between 
the relative amount of use of interlibrary 
loan literature and the classification of dis- 
ciplines. The arts or applied sciences ac- 
count for least use; the sciences that char- 
acteristically generalize from the particular 
are the next greatest users; and the sciences 
that investigate great numbers of particulars 
are the greatest users. In this latter category 
are geoLogy (geographical locations), chem- 
istry (substances) and botany and zoology, 
which deal in detail with a great number of 
particular forms of life. 
344 serial loans were made; of this num- 
ber 257 were for different serial titles. 203 
titles were borrowed one time; 34 titles, two 
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Table 11-Frequency of Titles Requested 
times; 11 titles, three times; 5 titles, four 
times ; 2 titles, five times ; 1 title, six times; 
and 1 title, seven times. The four titles most 
frequently requested were: Zeitrchrift f i r  
Phydalische Chemie, Abt. A,, Justus Liebig's 
Annalen der Chemie, {ournal fiir P~aktische 
Chemie and Londotz Mathematical Society 
Proceedi?zgs. Of course, these are all im- 
portant titles. It had seemed reasonable at 
the beginning of this study to assume that a 
significant pattern of titles repeatedly re- 
quested would develop. The empirical evi- 
dence was to the contrary; only 2 1  per cent 
of all serial titles were requested more than 
one time, and only eight per cent more than 
two times. These frequencies are graphed in 
Table I1 and generate an extremely interest- 
ing hyperbolic type of curve that resembles 
the cun7e of a Poisson Distribution. This 
would suggest that the chance that any par- 
ticular title be requested more than once is 
largely accidental and that this type of 
analysis is of limited value as a selection aid 
for specific titles. 
Whether or not a Poisson be typical for 
all libraries, the curve suggests an "objec- 
tive" mathematical means of evaluating the 
degree of effectiveness with which a library 
supports its programs with its collections. 
For example, if 3; increased as x increased or 
if x were large for many values of y, the 
library would not be adequate for the sup- 
port it was expected to give. If y decreased 
very rapidly as x increased, the library would 
be carrying its load very well because few or 
no titles were requested repeatedly. The 
greater the time interval, the more meaning- 
ful the evaluation; obviously, if no titles 
were requested twice in a period of 50 years, 
the library could be assumed to be very ef- 
fectively supporting its programs. 
If the values for x and y were determined 
for any library, an equation or polynomial of 
least squares could be theoretically estab- 
lished to describe best the statistical data. 
The degree of independence with which the 
library supported the programs of the social 
unit it served would be an inverse function 
of the area bounded by the curve and the 
lines x = 1 and y = 1 .  This area would be 
found by simple integration and is illustrated 
in Table I1 as the shaded area. For compari- 
sons between libraries to be valid, factors 
such as time interval, clientele and interli- 
brary loan policies would need to be normal- 
ized. Formulae and normalizing constants 
will undoubtedly emerge as library experi- 
ence is more and more described quantita- 
tively. A quantified library science will be 
the only hope for the librarian of 2100 A.D. 
Column J of Table I shows that only 33 
per cent of a11 serial titles secured on loan 
were listed in any of Charles H. Brown's lists 
of most cited scientific serials.1 The relatively 
large number of requests for "uncommon 
titles" was surprising. It might be inter- 
jected here that no significant correlation 
exists between priority lists of specific titles 
submitted by departments for backfile put- 
chase and the titles that they actually use on 
interlibrary loan. It can only be assumed that 
they can not predict what they will need 
anymore than the librarian can. 
Table I11 gives the number of serial 
loans, by decade of publication, for each 
discipline. It is easily seen which disciplines 
1. BROWN, Charles Harvey. Scientific Serials. Chi- 





















* Indicates approximate date after which 90 per cent of all cited literature was published for the 
d i~c ip l ine .~  
Table Ill-Serial Articles Borrowed by Departments 
are apparently more concerned with older 
or newer publications and which show a 
steady interest in many decades. 
Table IV shows the total number of all 
serial loans by year of publication and by 
classification of user (faculty or student). 
The shaded portion of the total for each 
year was used by graduate students, and the 
remainder by faculty. The trend to use most 
recent material stands out clearly. If this 
graph represented a sample of productivity 
of scientific literature for each year, it would 
indicate that productivity was not as great 
in war times. The fact that usage of ma- 
terials published after 1955 declines may be 
explained in one of two ways: I )  either the 
PORTION BORROWED BY STUDENTS 
0 PORTION BORROWED BY FACULTY 
- - 
c_ m 
YEARS OF PUBLICATION 
Table IV-344 Serial Articles Were Borrowed on Interlibrary Loan and the Year of 
Publication of Each Is Shown. The Shaded Portions lndicate the Loans Made to Students, 
and the White Portions of the Bars lndicate Loans Made to Faculty. 
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Annals of Mathematical Statistics 
Archives d'Anatomie Microscopique 
Canadian J. of Biochemistry and Physiology 
J. of Pharmacology and Exper. Therapeutics 
Missouri Agricultural Exp. Sta. Bulletin 
New Phytologist 
Optical Society of America Journal 
Royal Society (London) Proceedings, Ser. A 
Table V-Titles Borrowed for Several Departments 
library's current subscriptions account for 
ownership of material that formerly would 
have been secured on interlibrary loan, or 
2) citations to this literature have not found 
their way into the general literature and 
bibliographies. 
62 per cent of all serial titles borrowed 
were published outside of the United States. 
Column K of Table I gives percentages of 
foreign titles secured for each department; 
some percentages are very high. 
Table V shows titles that were borrowed 
by two or more departments and the number 
of times borrowed by each. 
Conclusions 
The conclusions of this study are very dif- 
ferent from original expectations. This fact 
strengthens the hypothesis that the inter- 
library loan record can be a powerful analyt- 
ical tool. As only four titles were called for 
five times or more, in a three-year period, it 
must be concluded that interlibrary loan 
records are of limited value in pointing up 
specific serial titles for backfile purchase. On 
the basis of this study, it may be concluded 
that as many as 70 per cent of all serial 
titles requested on interlibrary loan should 
be excluded from consideration for purchase, 
because they are likely to be obscure, not 
likely to be found on any "most cited" lists 
and not likely to be on departmental desid- 
erata lists. The chance that any particular 
title will be requested more than once seems 
to be very largely accidental, and even if the 
statistics for any or all titles are projected 50 
years into the future, with expected growth 
taken into account, it is questionable whether 
the frequency of usage would justify the ex- 
penditures necessary to purchase and store 
these runs. Of course, intangible values 
complicate the question; for example, if 
materials were actually in the library, usage 
might be significantly greater than could be 
predicted on the basis of interlibrary loan 
records. It is also recognized that almost 
nothing has been said about the intrinsic 
value of titles, whether they are used or not. 
With regard to this point, a pragmatic ap- 
proach is, after all, to be expected from an 
American. 
Inasmuch as university librarians have 
traditionally had basically custodial obliga- 
tions to civilization (whether or not current 
proponents of "Madison Avenue Librarian- 
ship" would so concede), it would seem that 
their selection criteria would be more ethe- 
real than that of special librarians. The latter 
can apply the tests of "profitability, in dol- 
lars and cents, to the organization," and 
"the question of specific contribution to the 
special character of the library." Ultimately, 
however, the special librarian is in a no more 
favorable position because the problems of 
selection become most weighty with marginal 
materials. Universally, the test for acquisi- 
tion of marginal materials will be economic 
practicability, and in each case this will de- 
pend upon established parameters. This 
study is intended as an aid in establishing 
acquisition parameters for scientific serials, 
and the general methods and findings should 
be of equal value to all librarians, including 
the special librarian. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
The above considerations have suggested 
a general program for obtaining the most 
from scientific serial expenditures. "Letting 
bygones be bygones," seems to make a good 
deal of sense after a library has acquired the 
basic abstracts and bibliographies for verify- 
ing and locating materials and backfiles of 
the obviously important scientific serials. 
Funds are most efficiently expended for cur- 
rent subscriptions because these are rela- 
tively inexpensive and provide the latest 
information, which is the most frequently 
consulted and usually the most important 
and reliable in the sciences. The purchase of 
tecent, available backfiles from publishers is 
recommended for the same reasons. Contract- 
ing with a library that already owns vast 
backfiles to share administrative and stor- 
age costs in return for frequent interli- 
brary loan service, would also seem to be 
a good policy and mutually advantageous. 
The cost for use is substantially less than the 
cost of ownership. Photoduplication would 
be the best normal means of effecting loans 
so as not to disrupt the effectiveness of the 
larger library in its own program. Other 
funds might be used to purchase backfiles 
expressly requested by departments and for 
reprints and micro-prints of older materials 
as these became available. 
The emphasis of such a program would be 
on placing as many current subscriptions as 
possible. As current material is most fre- 
quently consulted, and that of the most re- 
cent decade is most frequently requested on 
interlibrary loan, it can be seen that for each 
succeeding decade the library would become 
progressively more independent than it could 
by expending an equal amount of money in 
my  other way. 
Good research usually raises more ques- 
tions than it resolves. The comparison of 
this study with another of this library in 
1971 may disclose trends and patterns that 
can not be imagined now. For example, over 
a long period of time, will the number of 
new titles secured on interlibrary loan di- 
minish and the frequency of repeats increase, 
or will the obsolescence of older journals 
decrease or hold the rate of repeats con- 
stant? Will the ratio of faculty to graduate 
users of the various types of materials vary? 
Will library growth reduce or stimulate inter- 
library loans ? 
As we better learn to interpret the inter- 
library loan record, it may become a power- 
ful diagnostic key in the evaluation of the 
effectiveness of library service and yield es- 
sential guides by which service can be im- 
proved. 
SIX CLR GRANTS ANNOUNCED 
The American Library Association has re- 
ceived a $19,380 grant to enable its Library 
Technology Project to contract for the de- 
velopment of a book-charging system in pub- 
lic libraries. Previous work resulted in a 
prototype machine, and now refinements can 
be made for constructing a combination 
transaction system and self-charging opera- 
tion, which have already proved in test runs 
to be a simple way of charging books. 
A $8,470 grant has been made to the New 
York Public Library on behalf of the Amer- 
ican Standards Association Sectional Com- 
mittee 2-39 to develop standards for library 
statistics, abstracting, transliteration systems, 
machine coding and proof correction sym- 
bols. A matchi~lg grant was also made by the 
National Science Foundation. 
The editorial expenses of the l i / t e i ~ ~ r , i / ~ ~ i / n l  
Im;eiztory of Musical Sou/.ces will be de- 
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frayed by a $10,000 grant. The Inuentovy, of 
which this is the second volume, is a catalog 
of all available bibliographical music works, 
writings and textbooks on music from all 
countries of the world and is published by 
the International Association of Music Li- 
braries and the International Musicological 
Society. 
Canadian university libraries will be bol- 
stered by a $4,750 grant to strengthen col- 
lections in the humanities and social science 
fields for research purposes. 
The Citizens Library of Greater Washing- 
ton, Pennsylvania, has received a $10,000 
grant toward support of an experimental pro- 
gram of home book delivery and return. 
Professor Mary V. Gaver of the Graduate 
School of Library Service, Rutgers Univer- 
sty,  New Jersey, received $5,000 for a sur- 
vey of school library facilities in Puerto Rico. 
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Solving the "Serials Record" Problem* 
ELEANORE E. WILKINS, Librarian 
U. S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, California 
S ERIALS ARE an es- pecially bothersome 
problem in a newly or- 
ganized geology library 
such as that established 
in Menlo Park, Califor- 
nia, to serve the Pacific 
Coast Center of the U. S. 
Geological Survey. Now at about 70,000 
volumes, the collection includes, conserva- 
tively, 50,000 volumes in serials, many of 
them in broken sets and entered under ap- 
proximately 5,000 titles. Since older material 
is important in geology, it must be obtained, 
often piecemeal, along with new publica- 
tions. Acquisition procedures and the dis- 
position of extra copies vary from one title 
to another; duplicate or triplicate copies are 
needed for perhaps one-fourth of the serial 
sets. As a branch of the Geological Survey 
Library in Washington, D. C., the Menlo 
Park Section must coordinate its records with 
those of the parent library. Serials, including 
map series, are fully cataloged, and mono- 
graphic ones in fields of interest are analyzed 
in the catalog. Volumes are bound as funds 
permit. All of these aspects of serials work 
entail record-keeping. And, since this body 
of literature is so im~or tant  o the scientist. 
the library's resources must be made readily 
accessible to its readers. A means was there- 
fore sought to coordinate these records in an 
easily expandable form that would provide 
both instructions for non-professional library 
personnel and information for readers as 
well as facilitate the tasks of the library's 
professional staff. 
Rotary wheel-type equipment was selected 
because of its ease of expansion and posting 
as well as the rapidity with which an indi- 
vidual entry can be found. The Menlo Park 
USGS Library now has three wheels in op- 
eration, each with a capacity of 4,000 cards 
-- 
*Publication authorized by the Director, U. S. 
Geological Survey. 
and each presently carrying 3,000 record 
cards for a total of 9,000 with room for ex- 
pansion on each wheel. Cards may be easily 
dnd quickly removed for posting and other 
operations or transferred from one wheel to  
another when the file is expanded. Care must 
be taken not to overload the wheel as this 
causes wear on the cards, but to date this has 
been the only problem encountered. 
Forms were selected providing space for 
the many records that must be kept. Each 
title has a set of two 8 x 4 inch cards: 1 )  a 
buff colored "history" card that contains in- 
formation pertaining to acquisition, binding, 
special issues and instructions on the disposi- 
tion of copies and supplementary procedures; 
and 2) a white "check-in" card on which 
specific issues are recorded along with their 
dates and the accession number or date of 
receipt. The forms have proved quite ade- 
quate, although they are modified occasion- 
ally for special cases. Plain white cards are 
used for cross references and for the "his- 
tory" card of series-within-series. Plastic 
signals are attached to facilitate acquisition 
procedures. Salmon colored signal cards, 
which project above the other cards, are used 
extensively. Figures one and two show the 
two sides of the history card; figure three, 
the check-in card, both sides of which are 
the same; figure four, the signal card. 
Cards for serials in the catalog and the 
shelflist carry the notation "for holdings see 
serials record." The serials record is ar- 
ranged alphabetically by main entries. Cross 
references are liberally used for a number of 
reasons: 1 )  serials are checked in by a non- 
professional assistant who is not expected to 
know all the intricacies of cataloging; 2) 
there are many foreign publications and 
many changes of title and agency names, 
both foreign and domestic; and 3 )  the file 
is used by readers who often consult it di- 
rectly without having been referred to it by 
the catalog. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
A serial new to the collection is referred 
to the catalog department where the entry is 
established and the call number assigned. A 
temporary card is made for the catalog as 
well as a shelflist card and a Librarv of 
Congress card order slip. The issues received 
are recorded on the serials record check-in 
card on which the main entry (title or author 
and title, as the case may be) and the call 
number have been typed. 
The check-in card provides space to record 
136 volumes or issu& of a seFial. Each side 
of the card is divided into four sections of 
three columns with 17 lines each. The col- 
umns are labelled "volume-issue-copy 
no.," "date of issue" and "acc. no. or date 
received." The first column is used to list 
the volume and number of issues of period- 
icals, year of an annual report or the number 
of an irregularly issued seiies of monographs 
or maps. The "date of issue" is the signifi- 
cant date, which may be the year of publica- 
tion of a monograph, the cover date of a 
periodical or the year of the events treated 
in a numbered series of annual reports. As 
the library accessions bound volumes, this 
number is entered in the serials record; for 
unbound material the date received is re- 
corded as this information is often needed 
in accluisitions work. However. this column 
is also used to record other information in 
situations where date of receipt is either not 
needed or is of less importance: I )  area 
covered on a map in a nimbered series; 2) 
number of sheets of a map and the explana- 
tion, if needed, that it is flat or folded; 3) 
issue of a series in which will be found a 
specific number of a sub-series. These con- 
tingencies are indicated either by typed 
.-c. R RR w n l  v. in RR m m - .  DUP &or r. b y 6  no.by- 
_=. almk - . n t  iuva R d i . m U .  include- in dl 
Figure 1 Front of the History Card 
Figure 2 Back of the History Card 
' -  - - - -  - 
--  
Figure 3 Check-In Card 
- . .A 
changes in the column headings or by in- I>, 
notes concerning cross references necessitated 
by the history of the serial, is given to the 
librarian who makes any required cross ref- 
erence cards and completes the history card, 
incorporating acquisition information, de- 
cisions concerning extra copies and instruc- 
tions on various aspects of the particular 
serial. 
Immediately below the space allotted the 
entry and call number on the front of the Figure 4 Signal Card 
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history card are two lines of labelled blanks 
in four sections. The first section shows the 
location of copies by indicating the number 
kept in reference, reading room or stacks. 
(The number of copies retained varies from 
three copies of geologic serials pertaining to 
the areas of particular interest to only one of 
general scientific journals.) The second sec- 
tion shows whether the current volume is 
kept in the reading room or in reference. The 
third contains instructions for disposition of 
extra copies, the term DUP indicating that 
an additional copy beyond prescribed hold- 
ings is retained until the volume is bound. 
The fourth section shows the terms to be 
used to designate volume and number, since 
the library uses the language of the publica- 
tion and foreign usage is not always clear. 
The space "include - in call no." is used 
to designate additional terms such as a series 
number that must be included in the call 
number or something other than volume and 
number that may be used to distinguish is- 
sues within a serial, i.e., fiscal year covered 
for an annual report. 
The next group of labelled blanks pro- 
vides instructions for supplementary records 
that may be required. "Notify Order Dept. 
of issues rec'd" is used for continuations 
that are billed as sent; whenever this item 
is checked, the library's order department in 
Washington is notified of each receipt by a 
completed memorandum form. "Make 'add 
to MP shelflist' note" is used for irregularly 
received serials and refers to the notes sent 
t~ the library in Washington where a record 
of Menlo Park's holdings is maintained. 
"Other action" is checked and the instruc- 
tions written out for special cases, i.e., when 
there are sub-series listed under "Special is- 
sues," the phrase "make added SR for 
special issues listed" will appear in this 
space. "Circ to staff" is checked for peri- 
odicals that are routed to professional mem- 
bers of the library staff for daily scanning. 
"To cataloger" is used to indicate that issues 
of a monographic serial should be referred 
to him for handling as an analytic; informa- 
tion on the availability of Library of Congress 
cards for analytics and the starting number of 
standing orders for them is added below. 
2 60 
Under "Special issues" are listed any issues 
or sub-series requiring attention. This space 
is usually filled in as the sub-series are cata- 
loged, sometimes at a later time than the 
main series. The left-hand column at the 
bottom of the front of the history card is 
used to record information concerning the 
acquisition of the serial whenever a definite 
channel is established: "source" may be ex- 
change, subscription or gift; "rec'd" may be 
used to indicate when issues are received, if 
they are unusually late and so on. In the 
"renewal" space is recorded in penciI the 
expiration date of a subscription and the 
name of the agent from whom it was ordered 
if this is different from the organization 
named in the "address" space. "Address" 
indicates where to write for issues missed; 
this may be the publisher (for domestic sub- 
scriptions), the agent (for foreign sub- 
scriptions) or the issuing organization (for 
gifts and exchanges). Acquisition corre- 
spondence is filed under either the organiza- 
tion recorded in the "address" space or the 
agent listed with the expiration date in the 
"renewal" space, both of which are subject 
to change. "Refer from" provides space to 
record cross references made. 
The back of the history card provides 
space for recording information needed in 
bindery procedures, including a model bind- 
ery slip. This side of the card is normally 
aot filled in, except for the entry and call 
number, until the first time the serial is 
bound. Thereafter any changes in format are 
recorded if they affect binding decisions. 
Plastic signals are attached to indicate, by 
color and position on the card, the means of 
acquisition of a serial so that follow-up pro- 
cedures and other operations may be facil- 
itated. Subscriptions are normally placed for 
calendar years and must be checked for re- 
newal accordingly; these are therefore tagged 
with a blue signal at the right side. Standing 
orders, which are a purchase item but not 
subject to renewal, are tagged with blue on 
the left. Gifts and exchanges are tagged with 
green signals, periodicals at the left and 
other serials at the right. These are checked 
once a year to be sure they are being re- 
ceived; the difference in position is necessary 
because the library is asked periodically for 
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statistics on the number of periodicals re- 
ceived as gifts. Lavender signals are used for 
items that must be ordered as published. 
Broken sets that should be completed are 
tagged with red signals, and this constitutes 
a "want" file. Black metal tags indicate that 
volumes of a title need to be bound. 
Sub-series and series-within-series are 
treated in several ways. Serials that are reg- 
ularly published in two or more sections may 
either have distinctive call numbers for each 
sub-section or have separate check-in cards 
for each, filed with a history card covering 
211. In the latter case the history card would 
carry the instructions to include series des- 
ignation in the call number and, for "other 
action," "record each series on separate 
check-in card." Chronological series usually 
are recorded by adding supplemental head- 
lngs to the columns on the check-in cards 
so that the sub-series will be listed consecu- 
tively as published. Series-within-series that 
have distinctive titles and are usually issued 
irregularly are listed as "Special issues" on 
the history card, which also directs that an 
added serials record be made for special is- 
sues listed. Such series-within-series have sets 
of cards consisting of a check-in card, which 
lists the numbers of the series, their dates and 
the issue of the parent serial in which they 
were published, and a plain white card carry- 
ing the series title, the call number of the 
parent serial and the note "Record here is- 
sues of ----  which belong in this sub- 
series. See main card for instructions." In a 
few cases such series-within-series are of 
such importance that extra copies are ob- 
tained and a set is maintained under its own 
call number. In such instances this call num- 
ber will be listed with the sub-series title 
under "Special issues," and "other action" 
will carry the instruction that the first copy 
of each issue of the parent serial that falls 
in this series is to be classed and recorded 
with the sub-series. 
The signal card shown in figure four is 
used to present any temporary information 
or instructions. A few examples will illus- 
trate. When correspondence is in progress 
concerning a serial, its date and location in 
the pending correspondence file is noted on 
a signal card, which is placed between the 
history and check-in cards; when the issues 
listed thereon are received, the signal card 
is returned to the librarian so that the corre- 
spondence can be cleared. When volumes of 
a serial are sent to the bindery, they are 
listed on a signal card. When cards are re- 
moved from the file, a signal card indicates 
who has them. In the case of serials of 
which only selected issues are kept, the 
older ones wanted may be listed on a signal 
card and checked off as received. 
This procedure for handling serials has 
proved to be notably successful for this li- 
brary. It saves time and improves efficiency. 
The equipment used facilitates posting and 
expansion; the forms adopted provide ade- 
quate space to record all information per- 
taining to each serial title. The file is ac- 
cessible and comprehensible to all who use 
it, including professional and non-profes- 
sional library st& members and the readers 
served. With three wheels in operation, 
traffic is not a problem and is not expected to 
become one. Although some of the opera- 
tions described here are solutions to prob- 
lems peculiar to this library, the principle of 
consolidating all records pertaining to serials 
could easily be applied in other libraries. 
National Agricultural Library Established 
On the 100th anniversary of the United its over one million volumes, is second to the 
States Department of Agriculture Library, Library of Congress in size. The character of 
March 23, 1962, Secretary of Agriculture the Library now places it on the same level 
Orville L. Freeman designated it the Na- with the National Library of Medicine and 
tional Agricultural Library. Witnessing the the Library of Congress in assuming the 
signing of the papers for the name change scope and responsibilities of a national li- 
was Foster E. Mohrhardt, Director of the brary in all fields of knowledge. The Library 
Library and SLA member. The Library, with began with 1,000 volumes in 1862. 
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Literature Resources 
for the Sciences and Technologies: 
a Bibliographic Guide 
ROBERT W. BURNS, JR., Head, Science Library 
University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho 
N RECENT YEARS a large number of guides for the various literatures of science 1 and technology have been published. These guides serve two notable purposes, 
among others: 1 )  they assist the library user in identifying sources that might 
contain desired information, and 2) they aid the librarian in building a collection 
by reviewing the literature of a subject field. In some fields, notably chemistry and 
medicine, these guides are numerous, scholarly and heavily used, while in other 
fields, either no guides have been written or the existing ones are so out-of-date 
as to be almost useless. For the librarian these guides are indispensable in building 
a collection, eliminating deadwood and obtaining the maximum use from a small 
collection. The purpose of this checklist is to provide a listing of just such litera- 
ture resources for the sciences and technologies. 
This checklist began as a card file of the resources that the author is using in 
developing the collections of the Science and Technology Library at the University 
of Idaho. As the file developed it included not only guides but also selective book 
and serial listings and references on how to search the literature. It does not in- 
clude catalogs of special library holdings, the general guides of Shores, Winchell, 
Hawkins and Walford or the more specialized subject bibliographies. 
Wherever possible, items have been grouped by subject. Since this was not al- 
ways feasible, the broad heading "Miscellanea" was used for items not falling 
into any individual subject area. N o  attempt was made to include every discipline 
and there are, no doubt, important items for the disciplines covered that are not 
mentioned. The author would welcome notices of such references and/or a copy 
of the item. 
Aeronautics 
DENNIS, WILLIARD K. A n  Aeronautical Reference 
Libvar): A Selected List of Technical Books Es- 
sential t o  Aeronautical Library. New York: Special 
Libraries Association, 1943. 
RIFE. C. D .  Aeronautics and Astronautics: A 
World List of Current Periodicals. New York: 
Science-Technology Division, Special Libraries As- 
sociation, 1960. 
Agriculture 
AssocIA~roN OF SPECIAL LIBRARIES AND INFOR- 
MATION BUREAUX. Guides to the Sources of In- 
formation 112 Great Britain: Agriculture and Allied 
Interests (no. 2 ) .  London: Aslib, 1949. 
BLANCHARD, J. RICHARD and OSTVOLD, HARALD. 
Literature of Agricultural Research. Berkeley: Uni- 
versity of California Press, 1958. 
This volume contains a wealth of material on 
a wide variety of subjects of interest in the field 
of agriculture from forestry to meteorology. 
BOALCH, D. H. Current Literature on Agriculture 
in Tropical and Sub-Tropical Countries. British 
Book News, no. 245, January 1961, p. 1-6. 
BROWN, D.  A. New Sources of Agricultural Lit- 
erature. Special Libraries, vol. 41, November 1950, 
p.  320-3. 
CHATTERJI, N .  N. Abstracting and Indexing Serv- 
ices of Agricultural Interest. Indian Libravian, 
vol. 11, December 1956. p. 114-27. 
CROFT, KENNETH. Periodical Publications and 
Agricultural Analysis. Journal of Chemical Edu- 
cation, vol. 18, July 1941, p. 315-6. 
OSTVOLD, H. Bibliographic Aids fov Litevalure 
Researcb. St. Paul: University of Minnesota, Insti- 
tute of Agriculture Library, 1955. 
PLUMBE, WILFRED J. Recent Bibliographies of 
Agriculture. Library Association Record, vol. 53, 
September 1951, p. 288-91. 
Supplement by F. C. Hirst in vol. 54, January 
1952, p. 24-5. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
WILLARD, C. J. and ALRAN, E. K. Literature of 
Chemical Weed Control. ]ournal of Agricultural 
and Food Chemistq. vol. 4 ,  May 1956, p. 454. 
Anthropology 
FRENCH BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DIGEST. Science: An- 
thropology: Physical Anthropology and Prehistoric 
Archaeology, parts I and 11, no. 15 (series 11). 
New York: The Cultural Division of the French 
Embassy, 1956. 
KEESING, FELIX M.  Culture Change: An Analysis 
and Bibliography of Anthropological Sources to 
1952 (Stanford Anthropological Series, no. 1 ) .  
Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1953. 
Astronomy 
WHITROW, G. J .  British Books on Astronomy. 
British Book hTews, no. 237, May 1960, p. 297- 
302. 
Atomic Energy 
ANTHONY, L. J. Books on Atomic Energy, part 
I :  Nuclear Power. British Book News, no. 212, 
April 1958, p. 219-24. 
Part I1 was published in May BBN. 
. Sources of Information in Atomic Energy, 
3rd ed. Harwell: Atomic Energy Research Estab- 
lishment, 1960. 
CROXTON, FRED E. The Location of Literature on 
Atomic Energy. College and Research Libraries, 
vol. 12, April 1951, p. 103-8. 
FISHBEIN, ELISE P. and WESCOTT, E. C. A Brief 
Introduction to Research Tools for AEC and Gov- 
ernment Scientific Reports. Special Libraries, vol. 
48, March 1957, p.  96-9. 
SMITH, J. ROLAND. Guide to U.K.A.E.A. Docu- 
ments, 2nd ed. London: United Kingdom Atomic 
Energy Authority, 1960. 
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION. 
What's Available in the Atomic Energy Literature, 
6th rev. Oak Ridge: AEC, 1960. 
WOOD, ANTHONY J. A Guide to Information on 
Atomic Energy in Britain. London: HMSO, 1960. 
Automation 
COALES, J. F. Flood of Books on Automation: A 
Guide. Engineering (London), vol. 184, October 
11, 1957, p. 470.1. 
Bacteriology 
GRAINGER, THOMAS H., JR. A Guide $0 the His- 
tor?! of Bacteriolog~. New York: Ronald Press, 
1958. 
Part I of this volume is titled "Selective Guide 
to the Literature of Bacteriology." 
MAMAY, EUGENIA. Abstracting and Indexing Serv- 
ices for the Periodical Literature of Bacteriology. 
M S .  thesis, Western Reserve University, 1949. 
OATFIELD, HAROLD. Literature of the Chemical 
Periphery 11: Bacteriology. Bullelin of the Medi- 
cul Libvary Association, vol. 38, April 1950, p. 
156-65. 
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SCHLUNDT, ESTHER M. and KERKER, A. E. The 
Reference Library in Micrubiologj. Lafayette: Pur- 
due University Libraries, 1959. 
Biochemistry 
FRENCH BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DIGEST. Biochemistry, 
no. 27 (series 11). New York: The  Cultural 
Division of the French Embassy, 1959. 
HENKLE, H. H. The  Periodical Literature of Bio- 
chemistry. Bulletin of the Medical Library Associ- 
ation, vol. 27, December 1938, p. 139-47. 
Biology 
BAER, KARL A. Reference Tools in the Biological 
Sciences. Special Libraries, vol. 43, February 1952, 
p. 45-7, 71-2. 
BOURLIERE, F. Elements d u n  Guide Bibliogra- 
phique du Naturali~t. Macon: Protat Freres, 1940. 
Supplements 1 and 2, Paris, Lechevalier, 1941. 
FRENCH BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DIGEST. Science: Bi- 
ology, part I, no. 1. New York: The Cultural 
Division of the French Embassy, 1949. 
. Science: Biology, part II: Animal and 
Plant Biology, no. 2. New York: The Cultural 
Division of the French Embassy, 1949. 
. Science: Biology-Botany-Zoology, no. 
9 (series 11). New York: The Cultural Division 
of the French Embassy, 1953. 
SOUTHERN, H. N .  Biology in the Field, part I: 
Evolution in Action. British Book News, no. 209, 
January 1958, p. 1-5. 
Part I1 was published in February and part 111 
in March BBN. 
Botany 
BAY, J. CHRISTIAN. Bibliographies of Botany: A 
Contribution toward a Bibliotheca Bibliographica. 
Pvogressus Rei Botanicae, vol. 3. Jena: Verlag 
Von Gustav Fischer, 1910, p. 331-456. 
JACKSON, BENJAMIN D .  Guide to the Literature 
of Botany. London: Longmans, 1881. 
LAWRENCE, GEORGE H.  M. Literature of Taxo- 
nomic Botany. 112 Taxonomy of Vascular Plants. 
New York: Macmillan, 1951, p. 284-331. 
MEDLEY, LAWRENCE D. A Contribution Towards 
a Guide to Botanical Literature. M.A. thesis, Em- 
ory University, 1956. 
NISSEN, CLAUS. Die Botanische Bibliographic. 
Nachrichten Fuer Dokumentatiovt, vol. 2, Decem- 
ber 1951, p. 137-40. 
Cellulose Technology 
HEARON, W .  M. The Literature of Cellulose and 
Related Materials. Tappi, vol. 37, September 1954, 
p. 152A-7A. 
This article is followed by several others in the 
same issue on the literature of cellulose tech- 
nology. These papers are the result of a joint sym- 
posium held by the Chemical Literature Division 
and the Division of Cellulose Chemistry of the 
American Chemical Society. 
Chemistry 
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY. Searching T h e  
Chemical Literature (Advances in Chemistry Se- 
ries, no. 30).  Washington, D.  C.: 1961. 
This is a revised and enlarged edition of Ad-  
vances in  Chemistry Series, no. 4. 
AUER, ERWIN. Chemical Literature of Switzerland. 
American Documentation, vol. 6, October 1955, 
p. 228-36. 
BROWN, JACK E. Canadian Chemical Periodical 
Literature. Journal of Chemical Education, vol. 37, 
December 1960, p. 645-7. 
CORNUBERT, RAYMOND. La Litterature Chimique 
Mondide.  Paris: Dunod, 1943. 
CRANE. E. J. Chemical Literature. In Encyclopedia 
of Chemistry. New York: Reinhold, 1957, p. 
215-20. 
, et al. A Guide to the Literature of Chem- 
i.rtry. 2nd ed. New York: Wiley, 1957. 
The Documentation of Applied Chemistry. Journal 
of Documentation, vol. 12, June 1956, p. 94-113. 
This article consists of three papers on scien- 
tific documentation and publishing in the Soviet 
Union. These papers were originally given by 
three delegates from the U.S.S.R. at the First In- 
ternational Congress on Documentation of Applied 
Chemistry, November 1955. 
DYSON, G.  MALCOLM. A Short Guide to  Chemical 
Literature, 2nd ed. London: Longmans, 1958. 
FRENCH BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DIGEST. Science: Chem- 
istry, no. 8. New York: The Cultural Division of 
the French Embassy, 1951. 
FUSSLER, HERMAN H. Characteristics of the Re- 
search Literature Used by Chemists and Physicists 
in the United States. T h e  Library Quarterly, vol. 
19, January 1949, p. 19-35. 
The second part of this article was published 
in the April LQ,  p. 119-143. 
GAUDENZI, NERIO. Guida Bibliografica Interna- 
zionale per il  Chimico. Firenze: Sansoni, 1952. 
GREENE, LUTHER W .  W h e r e  to  Find Information 
on the German Chemical Industry. Baltimore: the 
author, 1946. 
KAFAROV, V. V. Chemical Literature in the Soviet 
Union and Problems of Scientific and Technical 
Information on Chemistry. Journal of Chemical 
Documentation, vol. 1, January 1961, p. 16-8. 
LEDERMAN, LORNA F. Abstracting and Indexing 
Periodicals of Chemical Interest Published in the 
U.S. Journal of Chemical Education, vol. 29, Au- 
gust 1952, p. 396-401. 
LEVIN, PAULINE. Tools and Methods for Searching 
the Chemical Literature: A Selective Bibliography. 
MS.  thesis, Drexel Institute of Technology, 1955. 
MELLON, M. G. Chemical Publications: Their  
Nature and Use, 3rd ed. New York: McGraw- 
Hill, 1958. 
NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR CHEMISTRY. Data 
Tables. Chemistry and Industry. September 10, 
1949, p. 639-40. 
SERRALLACH, MARIA. Bibliografia Quimica, Bar- 
celona: 1946. 
Ma1cli.s reports a 2nd edition issued in 1952. 
SHEARON, WILL H., JR. Southwest Sources of 
Chemical Information. Chemical and Engineering 
N ~ U J J ,  voL 28, August 28, 1950, p. 2952-7. 
SMITH, JULIAN F. Scandinavian Chemical Litera- 
ture. Journal of Chemical Educatron, vol. 33, 
March 1956, p. 135-7. 
and SCOTT, JANET D .  Literature of Chem- 
ical Technology (survey). In Encyclopedia of 
Chemical Technology, vol. 8. New York: Inter- 
science, 1952, p. 418-99. 
SOULE, BYRON A. Library Guide for the Chemist. 
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1938. 
. Literature, Chemical. In Thorpe's Dic- 
tionary of Applied Chemistry, vol. 8, 4th ed. Lon- 
don: Longmans, 1947, p. 613-20. 
STEVENS, LEO J. The Chemical and Related Litera- 
ture of South America. Journal of Chemicul Edu- 
cation, vol. 34, February 1957, p. 90-4. 
. The Chemical and Related Literature of 
Spain. Journal of Chemical Education, vol. 32, 
August 1955, p. 412-16. 
. The Italian Chemical Literature. Journal 
of  Chemical Education, vol. 31, April 1954, p. 
180-3. 
. The Japanese Chemical Literature. Jour- 
nal of Chemical Education, vol. 31, September 
1954, p. 471-4. 
Chemistry, Analytical 
BOIG, F. S. Domestic and Foreign Publications in 
the Field of Analytical Chemistry. T h e  Chemist 
Analyst, vol. 38, March 1949, p. 3-9. 
and HOWERTON, P. W. History and De- 
velopment of Chemical Periodicals in the Field 
of Analytical Chemistry: 1877-1950. Science, vol. 
115, May 23, 1952, p. 555-60. 
Chemistry, Inorganic 
SHORT, M. A. Searching the Literature of Physical 
and Inorganic Chemistry. Research: A Journal of 
Science and Its Applications, vol. 10, August 1957, 
p. 313-18. 
Chemistry, Organic 
BOIG, F. S. Domestic and Foreign Periodicals in 
the Field of Organic Chemistry: A Statistical 
Analysis. Science, July 29, 1949, p. 107-9. 
and HOWERTON, P. W .  History and De- 
velopment of Chemical Periodicals in the Field 
of Organic Chemistry: 1877-1949. Science, vol. 
115, January 11, 1952, p. 25-31. 
Cosmetics 
SCHUTZE, GERTRUDE. Sources of Information for 
the Cosmetic Industry. In  Transactions of the 41st 
Annual Conference, Special Libraries Association, 
1950, p. 154-62. 
Dentistry 
DENTON, GEORGE B. Dental Journals for a Den- 
tal School Library. Bulletin of the Medical Li- 
brary Association, vol. 41, October 1953, p. 
379-83. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
K o v ~ c s ,  HELEN. Foreign Dental Periodicals. Bul- 
letin of the  Medical Library Association, vol. 41, 
January 1953, p. 44-50. 
MARSHALL, M.  Dental Books for A Medical Li- 
brary. Bulletin of the Medical Library As.rociation, 
vol. 35, October 1947, p. 296-308. 
Electronics 
COILE, R. C. Periodical Literature for Electronic 
Engineers. In  Proceedings, Institute of Radio En- 
gineers, vol. 38, December 1950, p.  1380-4. 
MILEK, JOHN T .  Abstracting and Indexing Serv- 
ices in Electronics and Related Electrical Fields. 
American Documentation, vol. 8, January 1957, 
p. 5-21. 
MOORE, C. K. Abstracting Journals in the Elec- 
tronics Field. Aslib Proceedings, vol. 13, March 
1961, p. 65-74. 
Engineering 
DALTON, BLANCHE H .  Sources of Engineering 
Information. Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1948. 
GOLDMAN, SYLVIA. Guide to  the Literature of  
Engineering, Mathematics and $he Physical Sci- 
ences. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University 
Applied Physics Laboratory, 1959. 
HOLMSTROM, J. EDWIN. Records and Reseavch in  
Engitzeering and Industrial Science, 3rd ed. Lon- 
don: Chapman & Hall, 1956. 
HYDE, WILLIAM H. Building an Engineering Li- 
brary. Consulting Engineel; vol. 8, December 
1956, p.  59-64, 66, 68. 
. A Recommended List oj  Basic Periodicals 
in  Engineering and the Engineering Sciences 
(ACRL Monograph No. 9 ) .  Chicago: Association 
of College and Reference Libraries, 1953. 
LANDUYT. M. M., ed. Bibliography of Engineering 
Ab.rtmcting Serl'ices (SLA Bibliography No. 1 ) . 
New York: Special Libraries Association, 1955. 
Lr:rz, CAROLINE W. Some Sources of Engineering 
Information. In Transactions of the 41st Annual 
Convention, Special Libraries Association, 1950, p. 
135-40. 
PAINTER. ROBERT J., et al. Sources of Information 
on Engineering Materials. In  Engineering Mate- 
rials Handbook, edited by Charles L. Mantell. 
hTew York: McGraw-Hill, 1958, part I ,  section 3. 
ROBERTS, ARTHUR D .  Guide to  Technical Litera- 
ture: Introductory Chapters and Engineering. Lon- 
don: Grafton & Co., 1939. 
SHANK, RUSSELL. Bibliography of Reference 
W o r k s  for Engineering Research. New York: The 
author, 1959. 
SOUTHEASTERN RESEARCH INSTITUTE. Directory 
of  Engineeving Data Sources: Guide to  American 
Literature in  Engineering and Related Sciences. 
Atlanta: SRI, 1948. 
STOCK, ALFRED R. Current Engineering Literature. 
Library Associatioz Record, vol. 55, December 
1953, p. 383-7. 
Engineering, Automotive 
JACKSON, E. B., et al. Guide to Automottte En- 
gineerlng Literature. Paper No. 124C for the an- 
nual meeting of the Society of Automotive Engi- 
neers held January 11-15, 1960. 
VEASEY, W .  I. Sources of Information in Auto- 
mobile Engineering. Arlib Proceedings, vol. 13, 
July 1961, p. 167-77. 
Engineering, Chemical 
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY. Literature Re- 
sources for Chenricd Process Industries (Ad- 
vances in Chemistry Series, no. 10) .  Washington, 
D. C.: 1954. 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS. 
Chemical Engineering Library Book List. New 
York: A.I.Ch.E., 1957. 
Lists not only books but periodicals and in- 
cludes related sciences of civil engineering. mathe- 
matics, metallurgy, physics, etc. 
BARBER, RAYMOND R. Guide to the Literature of 
Chemical Engineering Economics. M S .  thesis, 
Western Reserve University, 1950. 
BURTON, ROBERT E. Citations in American Engi- 
neering Journals, Part I: Chemical Engineering. 
American Documentation, vol. 10, January 1959, 
p. 70-3. 
KOBE, KENNETH A. Chemical Engineering Re- 
ports: H o w  to  Search the Literature *?id Prepare 
A Report, 4th ed. New York: Interscience. 1957. 
SMITH, MAURICE H .  Selection of Chemical Engi- 
neering Periodicals in College Libraries. College 
6 Research Libraries, vol. 5, June 1944. p. 217-27. 
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t u r d  and Food Chenzirtl-y. vol. 4, June 1956, p. 
562-3. 
Plastics 
Bibliography of Books and Magazines. Modern 
Plartics Encjclopedia. vol. 35, September 1957, 
p. 615-8. 
Psychiatry 
BAYNE, HELEN,  and BRY, ILSE. Bibliographic 
Approach to the Establishment of A Psychiatric 
Library. B u h t i n  of the Medical Library Associa- 
tion, vol. 39, October 1951, p. 274-83. 
DAVIDSON, HENRY A. Major English Language 
Periodicals in the Field of Psychiatry. America~z 
Journal of Psychiatry, vol. 107, September 1950, 
p. 233-4. 
JOHNSON, BARBARA, and MCFARLAND, ROBERT L. 
Suggestions to A Psychiatric Investigator on the 
Use of Bibliographical Resources. Bulletin of the 
Medical Library Association, vol. 43, July 1955, 
p. 347-55. 
MENNINGER. KARL A. A Guide to P.rychiatrjc 
Books with Some Suggested Reading Lists, 2nd ed. 
(Menninger Clinic Monograph Series no. 7 ) .  New 
York: Grune & Stratton, 1956. 
PSYCHOANALYTIC COLLECTIONS CONFERENCE. Se- 
lected Periodicals on Psychoanalysis and Related 
Medical Fields for the General Medical Library. 
Bulletin of the Medrcal Librall Association, vol. 
41, July 1953, p. 198-207. 
LATHAM, A. J. Guides to Psychological Literature. 
American Psychologist, vol. 9. January 1954, p. 
21-8. 
Pulp and Paper Technology 
ASSOCIATION OF SPECIAL LIBRARIES AND INFOR- 
MATION BUREAUX. Guides tu Sources of Infowza- 
tion i n  Great Britain: the Paper Industry, no. 1. 
London: Aslib, 1948. 
U. S. BUSlNESS AND DEFENSE SERVICES ADMINIS- 
TRATION. Basic Information Sources on Pulp, Pa- 
per, and Paperboard (Business Service Bulletin 
no. 190).  Washington, D .  C.: Dept. of Com- 
merce, 1956. 
U. S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, FOREST PRODUCTS 
DIVISION. Basic Information Sources on Pulp, 
Paper, and Paperboard. Tappi, vol. 40. June 1957, 
p. 24A-25A. 
Radiobiology 
MORGAN, MELVIN. The Literature of Radiobiol- 
ogy and Atomic Medicine. Bulletin of the Medical 
Library Association, vol. 41, July 1953, p. 258-64. 
Radiochemistry 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, COMMITTEE ON 
NUCLEAR SCIENCE. S O U Y C ~  Material for Radio- 
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rhenzistly (Nuclear Science Series, Report no. 27, 
Rev. 1 ) .  Washington, D. C.: National Academy 
of Sciences-National Research Council, 1960. 
Rubber Technology 
U. S. BUSINESS AND DEFENSE SERVICES ADMINIS- 
TRATION. Basic Information Sources on Rubber 
and Rubber Products (Business Service Bulletin 
no. 129). Washington, D. C.: Dept. of Com- 
merce, 1955. 
Textiles 
ASSOCIATION OF SPECIAL LIBRARIES AND INFOR- 
MATION BUREAUX. Guides to  Sources of Informa- 
tion i n  Great Britain: Textiles and Allied Interests, 
No. 4. London: Aslib, 1949. 
BOIG, F. S., and FITZPATRICK, W .  J. Chemical 
Periodicals in the Dye and Textile Industries-a 
Statistical Analysis. J o u r d  of Textile Research, 
vol. 19, June 1949, p. 325-9. 
FREEDLAND, VERNON D.  Textile Information: 
How and Where to Find It. Aslib Proceedings, 
vol. 8, August 1956, p. 177-94. 
MATTHES, MAX. Textildokumentation. Nachrich- 
ten Fuer Dokumentation, vol. 3, June 1952, p. 
80-3. 
U. S. BUSINESS AND DEFENSE SERVICES ADMINIS- 
TRATION. Summary of Information on Man-made 
Fibers, Yarns,  and Fabrics (Business Service Bul- 
letin no. 111). Washington, D. C.: Dept. of 
Commerce, 1956. 
WITHERS, J. C. Textile Books: The Urgent Needs. 
Journal of the Textile I n ~ t h u t e .  Proceedings, 
vol. 36, May 1945, p. 51-8. 
Veterinary Medicine 
HARDEN, F. E. Guides to the Literature of Veter- 
inary Medicine. Bulletin of the Medical Library 
Association, vol. 32, April 1944, p. 230-3. 
Zoology 
SAWYER, F. C .  Books of Reference in Zoology, 
Chiefly Bibliographical. Journal of the Society for 
the Bibliography of Naturdl History, vol. 3, 
March 1955, p. 72-91. 
SMITH, ROGER C .  Guide to  the Literature of the 
Zoological Sciences, 5th ed. Minneapolis: Burgess 
Publishing Co., 1958. 
WOOD, CASEY A, A n  Introduction to the Litera- 
ture of Vertebrate Zoology. London: Oxford Uni- 
versity Press, 1931. 
A major portion of this volume consists of the 
Catalogue of Titles in McGill University Libraries. 
However, there are several introductory chapters 
that will be of special interest to the librarian or 
scientist working on the literature of vertebrate 
zoology. 
Forthcoming Library Meetings 
Research Study Group to Meet in Washington 
The Classification Research Study Group will 
meet during the SLA Convention in Wash- 
ington, D. C. on Wednesday, May 30 at 
3 :30 p.m. at the American University Center 
for Technology and Administration, 1901 
F Street. The meeting is open to all those 
interested in the problems of organizing ma- 
terials for dissemination and retrieval. 
ALA June Conference 
James E. Bryan, Director of the Newark, 
New Jersey, Public Library and SLA mem- 
ber, will be installed as American Library 
Association President during ALA's 81st 
annual conference, June 17-23. Almost 4,000 
librarians are expected to convene at the 
Fontainebleau Hotel in Miami Beach, Florida. 
While the theme of the seven-day conference 
is "The Librarian and Society," pre-confer- 
ence activities beginning June 14 will cover 
a Library Administration Division and ALA 
Library Technology Project co-sponsored 
three-day Equipment Institute at the Miami 
University Library, a Public Relations Work- 
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shop, an Association of College and Re- 
search Libraries Rare Books Section Rare 
Books Institute June 15-16 at the University 
of Miami, an Association of American School 
Librarians session June 15-17 at the Diplo- 
mat Hotel, an American Library Trustees 
Association Institute June 16-17 at the Fon- 
tainebleau, and National Library Week and 
Book Binding Committee meetings. 
AALL to Meet in California and Hawaii 
The 55th Annual Convention of the Ameri- 
can Association of Law Libraries will be held 
in San Francisco, California, July 1-5, 1962. 
Dan F. Henke, School of Law Library, Uni- 
versity of California, Berkeley, is general ar- 
rangements chairman. The AALL will hold 
its Mid-Pacific Conference in Hawaii, July 
6-12. Advance registration fees for members, 
$20; nonmembers, $25; families of mem- 
bers, $15. After June 22, all fees are $5 
more. For further information, write to Mrs. 
Margaret Andrews, Chairman, Committee on 
Publicity, 322 State Capitol, St. Paul, Minne- 
sota. 
Salary Standards in Canadian 
~pecia I Libraries 
EDITOR'S NOTE: This survey was prepared in 1961 by the Special Committee on 
Company Library Salaries of the Canadian Library Association, Brian Land, 
Chairman, and is reprinted here with the Association's permission. Previously it 
has been reproduced in the bulletins of both the Montreal and Toronto SLA 
Chapters. Miriam Tees, Librarian of The Royal Bank of Canada and Chairman of 
the CLA Committee in Montreal prepared the additional paragraph and refer- 
ences that compare general economic conditions and salary scales in the United 
States and Canada. Readers may wish to refer to the SLA Personnel Survey, pub- 
lished in the March 1960 Special Libraries and also available as a separate for $1, 
for further details on the experience, education, types of libraries and other fac- 
tors affecting the salaries of special librarians in the United States and Canada. 
T HE LAST REPORT TO the Canadian Library Association on salary standards for special libraries was made in 1957. At that time the committee chairman expressed disap- 
pointment over the relatively small number of returns and the number of incomplete 
returns. This result was attributed to the existence of company policies that prohibited 
the publication of salary data. The 1956-57 Standards and Salaries Committee recom- 
mended that any subsequent salary questionnaire be anonymous and omit the name of the 
librarian and library being surveyed, and that the cooperation of the Montreal and 
Toronto Chapters of the Special Libraries Association be enlisted. Both recommendations 
were followed in doing the 1960-61 survey. 
The 1960-61 questionnaire was distributed to members of the Montreal and Toronto 
Chapters of the Special Libraries Association. Replies were received from 153 librarians, 
69 of whom were members of the Montreal Chapter and 84 members of the Toronto 
Chapter. The results were analysed in three ways: 1 )  by educational qualifications, 2) by 
years of experience and 3) by type of library. 
The survey shows that approximately 29.4 per cent of those replying to the question- 
naire are receiving an annual salary of $6,000 or more. Another 29.2 per cent receive 
annual salaries of between $5,000 and $5,999, so that approximately 58.6 per cent of 
those replying receive a salary of at least $5,000 a year. 
Table 1 indicates that 63.4 per cent of those replying possess a university degree, plus 
a degree in librarianship. 
Table 2 shows that about 58.7 per cent have 11 years or more experience, while the 
remainder have 10 years or less. 
Table 3 indicates that 47.1 per cent of those replying work in business or industrial 
libraries. 
In presenting this survey in Special Libraries, it seems fitting to add a few remarks 
about the relative economic conditions and general salary scales in the United States and 
Canada. 
A study made for the Royal Commission on Canada's Economic Prospects1 in 1957 
points out that, though a comparison is difficult to make with accuracy, it is fair to say 
that Canada's economic position is 20 per cent to 30 per cent below that of the United 
States, and that disposable income per person was, in 1955, only about 71 per cent of 
that of the United States. This disparity is reflected in the following examples: teachers 
in Canada earned in 1958 an average of $3,9612 while those in the United States earned 
$4,792 ;3 in 1960 the average weekly earnings of wage earners in manufacturing industries 
was $89.724 in the United States as compared with $78.195 in Canada. Comparable figures 
for librarians are not available. 
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1. CANADA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON CANADA'S ECONOMIC PROSPECTS. Canada-United States Eco- 
nomic Relationr, prepared by Irving Brecher and S. S. Reisman. Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1957. 
2. CANADA. NATIONAL REVENUE DEPARTMENT. axation Statistics, 1960. Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 
1960. 
3. NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE BOARD. Economic Almanac, 1960. New York: The Board, 
1960. 
4. UNITED STATES. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS. Employment and Earnings, December 1961. 
5. CANADA. DOMINION BUREAU OF STATISTICS. Canada Year Book, 1961. Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 
1961. 
SLA UNDER 3500- 4000- 4500- 5000- 5500- 6000- SUB- PER 
EDUCATION CHAPTER $3500 3999 4499 4999 5499 5999 PIUS TOTAL TOTAL CENT 
University degree 
plus library degree 
University degree 
but no library degree 
Other training, e.g. 
Certificate or diploma 












Table 1-Salaries and Education 
TOTAL YEARS OF SLA UNDER 3500- 4000- 4500- 5000- 5500- 6000- SUB- PER 
LIBRARYEXPERIENCE CHAPTER $3500 3999 4499 4999 5499 5999 plus TOTAL TOTAL CENT 
Under 3 years Montreal - 1 3 -  1 - -  5 17 11.1 
Toronto - - 5 7 - - -  12 
3-6 years Montreal 2 - 3 3 5 3 -  16 28 18.3 
Toronto - - 4 3 2 1 2 1 2  
7-10 years Montreal - - 1 - 3 1 2  7 18 11.7 
Toronto 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 1  
11-15 years Montreal - 1 1 1 2 4 9 18 39 25.5 
Toronto - - 1 5 6 2 7 2 1  
16-20 years Montreal - 2 I - -  2 7 12 24 15.6 
Toronto - - 1 1 4 2 4 1 2  
21-25 years Montreal - - - - - 1 2  3 10 6.5 
Toronto 2 - -  1 1 1 2  7 
Over 2 5 years Montreal - 1 1  1 - -  5 8 17 11.1 
Toronto 2 - -  4 - -  3 9 
Total 7 6 22 27 26 20 45 153 153 
Percentage 4.6 3.9 14.3 17.6 16.1 13.0 29.4 
Table 2-Salaries and Experience 
SLA UNDER 3500- 4000- 4500- 5000- 5500- 6000- SUB- PER 
TYPE OF LIBRARY CHAPTER $3500 3999 4499 4999 5499 5999 plus TOTAL TOTAL CENT 
College and University Montreal - - 1 - -  3 2 6 24 15.6 
Toron to 2 - 3 2 3 2 6 1 8  
Government Montreal - - 1 - 1 5 10 17 33 21.6 
Toronto - - 3 4 3 3 3 1 6  
Business and Montreal 1 3 7 4 8 3 1 2  38 72 47.1 
Industrial Toronto 2 1 3 1 1  5 3 9 34 
Institutional Montreal 1 2  1 -  2 - 1 7 21 13.7 
and School Toronto 1 - 2 5 3 1 2 1 4  
Public Montreal - - - I - - -  1 3 1.9 
Toronto - - 1 - 1 - -  2 
Total 7 6 22 27 26 20 45 153 153 
Table 3-Salaries and Type of Library 
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Planning the New Library: 
Engineering Societies Library 
RALPH H. PHELPS, Director 
Engineering Societies Library, New York City 
T HIS CONTRIBUTION to the "Planning the New Library" series of articles is unique 
in that the Engineering Societies Library is a 
different type of library. It is much larger 
than any library yet described, and it is 
world-wide in scope--both in terms of its 
collection and in its use. 
Development and Problems of 
Former Library 
The ESL was maintained for 45 years by 
four engineering societies. Now 1 2  societies 
support one library to serve their 300,000 
members. They have, in a true professional 
spirit, provided that the library be open to 
the public and that most of its services be 
available to anyone. 
The collection of 180,000 volumes, cover- 
ing all fields of engineering, is primarily on 
the level of the graduate and practicing en- 
gineer. Over 3,400 periodicals and other 
serial publications are currently received 
from 50 countries in over 20 foreign lan- 
guages as well as in English. 
A survey of 15 per cent of one year's cor- 
respondence showed use of the ESL by per- 
sons in 47 states of the United States, and 
in 31 foreign countries. Its files annually 
contain letters and orders from thousands of 
individuals and companies. Organizations 
having large special libraries of their own are 
among the most extensive users of the ESL. 
Primarily the idea of bringing together the 
libraries of several engineering societies in- 
terested Andrew Carnegie in making the gift 
to the societies, as stated in his terse letter 
dated March 14, 1904: "It will give me 
great pleasure to devote, say, one and a half 
million dollars for the erection of a suitable 
home for you all in New York." The build- 
ing then erected and dedicated in 1907 
served the societies well for many years, but 
it became inadequate. 
The library has been an important factor 
in the planning and realization of the new 
12-million dollar United Engineering Cen- 
ter, dedicated November 9, 1961. Located at 
345 East 47th Street, New York 17, New 
York, and housing 20 professional engineer- 
ing societies and other engineering agencies, 
the building represents the fruition of the 
- - 
dreams, plans and work of many persons. It 
was made possible by the generous support 
of industry and of members and friends of 
the societies. The United Engineering Center 
is owned and operated for the societies by 
the United Engineering Trustees, Inc., which 
has as one of -its departments the Engineer- 
ing Societies Library. 
A "Library Space Report," prepared in 
1958, gave estimated space requirements for 
books and other materials and for office and 
staff work space to 1975. It was based on the 
past growth-of the library and of the societies, 
combined with an estimated rate of acceler- 
ated future growth. The amount of space 
actually provided is nearly equal to that re- 
quested. The bookstack allows for a 55 per 
cent increase in the collection. The building 
is so designed that future additions can b i  
made without major changes in the present 
foundations and framing. 
In the old building two levels of book- 
stacks were built-in on the 12th floor. The 
reading room was on the 13th floor, which 
with its balconies had two levels. The 14th 
floor had two more levels of bookstacks. and, 
at the end farthest from the elevators and 
from other staff activities, there was a work 
area for acquisitions and cataloging person- 
nel. Physical communication between floors 
was very poor. A dumb-waiter was used to 
move books between the 13th and 14th 
floors, but people had to wait for public ele- 
vators, which were at times inadequate, or 
one could use the stairs, if not discouraged 
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View of the western portion of the reading room, showing some of the reference service 
desk in the foreground. 
by some 50 steps of winding stairway. The 
dumb-waiter did not connect with the 12th 
floor, so here both books and people moved 
by circuitous routes. 
The 25-foot high ceiling of the old read- 
ing room made good lighting difficult, and 
air conditioning would have been too costly. 
The arched windows were so high that the 
tops could not safely be washed. There were 
balconies with iron stairs and railings, and 
there were alcoves where readers could feel 
a degree of seclusion for quiet study. Un- 
fortunately, some readers used the seclusion 
to take advantage of the library and of other 
readers, by cutting pages from books, cur- 
rent periodicals and bound volumes of peri- 
odicals-some irreplaceable. 
Planning the new quarters was naturally 
influenced by features that had been found 
desirable or undesirable before. The diffi- 
culty of physical communication between the 
three floors and six levels in the old building 
proved the desirability of having the library 
reading room and work areas on one floor. 
Also, past experience indicated the desirabil- 
ity of having the Eiz.$izeering Iizdex on the 
same floor with the library. An area of ade- 
quate size on one floor was available only on 
the first or second floors of the United En- 
gineering Center. The second floor seemed 
most desirable. There was less probability 
that persons passing the building would drop 
in just to sit in the reading room. It was also 
believed better to have the auditorium and 
dining and committee rooms on the first 
floor. Therefore the reading room of the 
library, its offices and work areas and those 
of the Engiizeering Iizdex are all on the sec- 
ond floor. 
Bookstac ks 
Bookstacks in the old building, in addition 
to being difficult of access, were poorly 
lighted, some shelves were so high that lad- 
ders were required, in other places ceilings 
were so low that one might bump his head 
on a light fixture, and there were a dozen or 
more kinds and sizes of shelves, which made 
it difficult to find a shelf to fit when any 
shifting was required. 
To alleviate these difficulties a five-tier 
bookstack with all tiers supported by super- 
imposed stack columns was selected. This 
type of construction may not have the flex- 
ibility of the so-called free-standing shelves 
on regular building floors, but it provides for 
maximum storage in a given cubic area, an 
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important factor for a large collection housed 
in Manhattan where the cost of land and 
building is so high. 
Each tier is about 7 feet 3 inches high. All 
shelves are easy to reach. The five tiers oc- 
cupy about the equivalent in height of the 
first and second floors of the building. The 
floor of the third tier of bookstacks is on the 
same level as the second floor. Two tiers are 
below this and two above. An elevator ex- 
clusively for library use is convenient for 
transporting people, book trucks and other 
library materials to the five stack levels and 
also to the loading dock of the building. 
Conveniently located stairs also reach all 
stack levels. Continuous fluorescent lights 
run the full length of all main aisles as well 
as aisles of every bay. The lighting is excel- 
lent. Most shelves are the same length and 
readily interchangeable. Most are 10 inches 
deep, but those for current periodicals are 1 2  
inches deep and some for oversize volumes 
are up to 16 inches deep. All bottom shelves 
have closed bases to make cleaning easy and, 
more importantly, to retard or prevent the 
spread of fire from one tier to another. There 
is a fire door on the stairs at each level and 
between the stacks and the reading room. 
There are fire detection devices throughout 
the stacks but no sprinklers. As a further 
precaution, new steel book trucks were pur- 
chased and are used exclusively in the stacks. 
A part of one stack that contains rare and 
valuable books is separated by screening for 
protection, yet it allows full circulation of 
air throughout the stack. Incidentally the en- 
tire building, including the stacks, is air con- 
ditioned. 
By comparison with the old quarters, the 
bookstack in the new building represents the 
greatest improvement in facilities. Probably 
this is why it seemed natural to describe it 
before the reading room or other areas of 
the library. The easy accessibility and near- 
ness of the bookstack to the reading room 
and to all staff functions is the most impor- 
tant single factor of improvement, but the 
uniformity of shelving, adequate space, good 
lighting, convenient elevator and stairways 
and air conditioned cleanliness and comfort 
all add their part. 
The author, Director Ralph H. Phelps, in his 
ofice. 
Reference Service Area 
Mutilation of ~ublications has been men- 
I 
tioned as a serious problem in the old read- 
ing room, which had alcoves. The new read- 
ing room is an open rectangular area that can 
be better supervised. Current periodicals are 
now shelved in the bookstack and delivered 
to readers on request. W e  were reluctant to 
make this change, but it was considered nec- 
essary not only because of the cost of re- 
placing issues, but even more because many 
could not be replaced at all, as they were out 
of print and not available in the second-hand 
market. 
As one enters the reading room, the ref- 
erence service desk is on the right. To the 
left are sets of about 15 abstracting and in- 
dexing services that are most frequently con- 
sulted. These are on shelves above a bar-type 
shelf at which one may sit for quick and easy 
use of these services. Next on the left is the 
card catalog, and back of part of it is a table 
where large and frequently used directories 
are kept for ready consultation. These are all 
close to the reference service area so are 
readily available to the staff and the public. 
On the shelves under the windows are 
general and specific reference sets and books. 
At the far end of the room are shelves with 
capacity for about 5,000 volumes. Here are 
lhund sets of abstracting and indexing serv- 
ices having moderate use. Most of these 
shelves are filled with the publications of the 
societies in the United Engineering Center 
and also some other sets of frequently used 
periodicals. 
Tables and comfortable and attractively 
upholstered chairs provide space for 56 read- 
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ers, in addition to facilities for others at the 
abstract bar and catalog. Standard library 
tables are 36 inches wide, and it is customary 
to allow 30 inches to each reader along the 
side of a table. The tables built especially 
for the ESL are 42 inches wide, and 36 
inches are allowed for each reader. These 
dimensions were deemed desirable because 
of the larger size of publications common to 
engineering literature. The acoustical-tile 
ceiling of the reading room is 1 2  feet high. 
I t  contains light panels 4 feet square, which 
provide 100 footcandles of light at table-top 
level. 
The reference service area contains indi- 
vidual desks for six librarians as well as 
space for two more at the reference service 
desk. The over-all height of the reference 
service desk is 39 inches. This is convenient 
for readers who approach the desk. To pro- 
vide greater comfort, as well as a degree of 
separation and privacy for papers and books 
with which the librarian might be working, 
there are recessed areas with a work surface 
30 inches from the floor. At one of these 
positions is a control panel for buzzer and 
light signals to and from each of the five 
tiers of stacks. 
Within the reference service area are hun- 
dreds of reference books and other volumes 
needed for quick service to readers in the 
library and for answering some 25,000 tele- 
phone calls received in a year. Four tele- 
phone lines and six instruments for reference 
service are all interconnected by push but- 
tons, so that a call on any line can be taken at 
any of the instruments. A recording device is 
attached to each line to count all incoming 
calls. 
Also in this area is a station where all in- 
coming periodicals are received and checked 
in on Kardex equipment, which also includes 
bindery records. Having this information in 
this area is useful to the reference librarians. 
All work-orders and publications for photo- 
print and microfilm copying are assembled, 
checked and/or prepared in the reference 
service area. This is desirable because many 
orders for photocopying contain incomplete 
and incorrect references and therefore re- 
quire some servicing by a librarian. 
The remainder of the library's area con- 
tains office space for the director, reference 
librarian and secretarial staff and work space 
for the search and translation, acquisitions 
and catalog departments. There are also a 
staff room and a photo lab. All were planned 
to meet future as well as present needs. 
Equipment and Color Scheme 
Orders for photocopies of articles in pub- 
lications in the ESL are received from many 
countries and from all parts of the United 
States. Equipment in the photo lab includes 
a Xerox 914 copier, a Recordak Model D 
microfilm camera, a microfilm reader and a 
Copease book-type copier. The 914 is used 
largely for copying from unbound period- 
icals and small bound volumes and for gen- 
eral office copy work. The major part of the 
copying is from large bound volumes of pe- 
riodicals. This work is done on the micro- 
film camera. Some copies are supplied to 
users in microfilm form, but the larger por- 
tion of the microfilm is sent to a Xerox lab- 
oratory for printing on Copyflo equipment, 
which makes essentially full-size positive 
paper prints. The Copease is used to prsduce 
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print copies of half-tones and photomicro- 
graphs, as this type of material does not re- 
produce well by the Xerox process. Only 
Photostat prints had been made by the ESL 
in the old building. 
The color of vinyl asbestos tile on the 
floor of the reading room and in the book- 
stack is designated as "grouse gray," but it 
is really more brown than gray. The card 
catalog, tables and chairs, the wooden shelv- 
ing, panels and partitions in the reading 
room are all light-finished birch. The seats 
and backs of the chairs in the reading room 
are upholstered in persimmon-colored Nauge- 
hyde. The tops of the abstract bar, the cata- 
log reference tables, the reference service 
desk and all of the steel desks in the refer- 
ence service area are covered with beige mist 
Textolite. The reading tables are all wood. 
The north wall is covered with tangerine- 
colored fabric. The other three walls are 
covered with gray fabric. The card catalog, 
wooden tables, chairs, stools and so on in the 
reading room were supplied by the Library 
Bureau of Remington Rand. 
The bookstack was built by Art Metal, 
Inc. Ceilings in it are white for greater re- 
flectivity. Steel shelves in the stack and in 
the reading room are tan. Very light colored 
shelves were suggested on the theory that 
this would increase the light in the stack, but 
we pointed out that when shelves are cov- 
ered with books they largely lose any reflec- 
tivity value and the light color would have 
shown dirt very quickly. 
The color planning for the reading room 
and the bookstack was done by the archi- 
tects for the building, Shreve, Lamb and 
Harmon. Many readers and visitors have 
commented favorably on the attractiveness 
and warmth of the reading room. 
All of the steel desks, chairs and tables 
were furnished by Business Equipment Sales 
Company, Inc., which also planned and sug- 
gested colors for all office and work areas. 
Their suggestions and planning, and espe- 
cially their scheduling of receipt of the many 
items being purchased, were most helpful. 
Preliminary Planning and Checking 
The following miscellaneous items cover 
various things that had something to do with 
planning the library and moving into it. 
Extra weeding of books was done for sev- 
eral years before moving to the new build- 
ing. This eliminated material now considered 
out-of-scope and also saved the cost of mov- 
ing in the amount of about $2 for each foot 
of books (as they stand on the shelf) not 
moved. 
A survey made in 1960, of use of peri- 
odicals, helped to determine which sets of 
bound periodicals should be shelved in the 
new reading room. 
Over 7,500 shelves of books in the old 
building were labeled for placing on some 
10,000 shelves in the new building. In the 
labeling process space was left open for 
growth throughout the collection, with larger 
amounts being assigned in rapidly growing 
subject areas. The collection is shelved in 
Adequate storage space was a major consideration in planning the new Engineering 
Societies Library. O n  the left is a section of one of the five levels of the bookstack; on the 
right the 12-inch shelving used to hold current periodicals. 
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panels and shelves in the reading room. 
The work area of the catalog and acquisi- 
tions departments. 
classified order. When the labeling was done 
in the old building, the maximum height of 
books to be placed on a shelf was recorded. 
These heights were subsequently marked 
with crayons on each shelf in the new build- 
ing. Shelves were then adjusted to the cor- 
rect vertical spacing. This saved much time 
during the moving. The movers, selected be- 
cause of their extensive experience in mov- 
ing libraries, reported that the planning was 
the best they had encountered. 
There are a multiplicity of details to plan. 
The specifications for these should be care- 
fully checked, and then there must be fol- 
low-up to see that the work is done as speci- 
fied. The general contractor and the architect 
did well on the latter, but even so checking 
by us was necessary. 
For example, plans showed wall electrical 
outlets scheduled to be placed where shelving 
would be in front of them. W e  asked that all 
such outlets be placed not more than one 
foot from a doorwav. This eliminated the 
problem of wall outlets that would have been 
hidden. In the reference service area we were 
too late and found some floor electrical out- 
lets buried in concrete at points that required 
some adjustment in placement of furniture. 
Fortunately this was not as serious as we first 
thought it might be. 
Plans called for omission of bases in three 
sections in the bookstack. W e  found the 
bases in place, but they were easily removed. 
IC required continued follow-up before work- 
men finally realized that the control box for 
stack signals had to be at the reference serv- 
ice desk rather than back in a corner. , 
Original specifications in the general con- 
tract called for use of butternut wood for 
-when library suppliers were asked to match 
this they pointed out the high cost of the 
wood, the difficulty of obtaining enough of 
it and its unsuitability for library table tops 
and card catalogs. They recommended birch. 
When informed of this the architects changed 
the general contract specifications to birch; so 
all wood in the reading room would be the 
same. 
Extensive planning, including advance 
preparation of labels, was done so that card 
catalog files could be moved and transferred 
into new drawers. Some 700,000 
cards were transferred and shifted to pro- 
vide growth space. 
No reading room service was given for the 
three weeks during which (by working 14 
hours a day) the 180,000 volumes were 
moved, catalog cards transferred and other 
- 
moving operations essentially completed. 
During these three weeks we continued to 
fill requests by mail for book loans, literature 
searches, translations and photoprint and 
microfilm copies of articles. For the latter 
we maintained photocopying equipment at 
both locations and also used outside services. 
All telephone calls to the reading room were 
answered by a recorded telephone message 
advising the caller that the library was being 
moved, when it would be open, where it 
would be located, and, for service in the 
meantime, to write the library. Use of the 
recorded message freed many hours of staff 
time which expedited moving and made pos- 
sible better service by mail. 
As this is being written some six months 
after moving we are vividly aware that there 
are many things to be done in a new building 
after it is "completed," and that moving is 
not completed when the movers depart. W e  
are, however, amply satisfied with the results 
of our planning and very pleased with the 
fine quarters we have in the United Engi- 
neering Center. Our satisfaction has been 
increased by the favorable comments made 
by many people who have visited the new 
library. Thousands have done so. W e  were 
especially fortunate to have about 250 mem- 
bers of the- New York Chapter of Special 
Libraries Association come to our "open 
house" on February 1, 1962. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
W e  are very grateful and indebted to 
many people who advised and helped in the 
planning of the new quarters of the ESL. 
Members of the Board of Trustees of the 
United Engineering Trustees, Inc. and of the 
Library Board naturally had a great and long- 
term interest in plans for the library. Many 
librarians gave freely of their time, showing 
us their libraries, frankly advising us on 
their problems and satisfactions and discuss- 
ing equipment, fire prevention and control, 
moving and many other things. Members of 
the staffs of organizations in the United En- 
gineering Center and some outsiders were 
also very helpful. The architects for the 
building were cooperative and understanding 
in meeting the special problems and needs of 
the library. Within the ESL, the planning 
and moving was a "team" project that we 
believe was highly successful. 
VITAL STATISTICS FOR ENGINEERING SOCIETIES LIBRARY 
Total square foot area 27,465 
Staff 3 1 
Professional 16 
Nonprofessional 15 
Library open to public 
World wide services extended 
Average number of users per day (including telephone) 240 
Books and bound and unbound periodicals as of January 1962 180,000 
Current periodical subscriptions 3,400 
Date of completion August 1961 
Planned by librarians and architects 
Special equipment: Recordak Model D Microfilm Camera, Microfilm Reader, Xerox 
91 4 Copier, Copease Bookcopier. 
Summer Courses for Special Librarians 
Abstracting and Indexing Course 
A course on Scientific and Technical Ab- 
stracting and Indexing will be given at Co- 
lumbia University's School of Library Service 
summer session, July 2-August 10, by T. E. R. 
Singer, consultant in the field of technical 
information. The course is designed for both 
professional librarians and students working 
for their library science degree. Application 
should be made only by those with a bach- 
elor's degree, some professional experience 
and adequate scientific information. Tuition 
is $130, including registration, and further 
information may be obtained from the 
School, New York 27, New York. 
Literature of Science and Technology 
Institute 
The University of Texas Graduate School of 
Library Science and the Division of Exten- 
sion will offer an Institute on the Literature 
of Science and Technology, June 4-15, in 
cooperation with the Texas Chapter of Spe- 
cial Libraries Association. George S. Bonn, 
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Chief of the Science and Technology Divi- 
sion of the New York Public Library and a 
faculty member at Rutgers University Grad- 
uate School of Library Service, will direct the 
Institute, which will be open to librarians 
and research personnel who are presently 
employed in scientific and technical libraries 
and information centers and who hold a de- 
gree in science or engineering and/or a li- 
brary science degree. Morning class and af- 
ternoon laboratory and conference sessions 
are planned and will cover the identification, 
selection, acquisition and use of all types of 
sources for facilitating scientific and tech- 
nological information retrieval. Coverage will 
be broad in scope with the emphasis on the 
literature itself rather than the administra- 
tion of the collections. The tuition is $100, 
which includes cost of materials used. Ap- 
plications are obtainable from Dr. Robert R. 
Douglass, Director of the Graduate School 
of Library Science, Box 8009, University 
Station, Austin 12, Texas, and must be re- 
turned by May 18 at the latest. 
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Keynote Address, May 28 
Detlev W. Bronk, eminent physiologist and biophysicist, has been 
President of The Rockefeller Institute since 1953, President of the 
National Academy of Sciences since 1950, and Chairman of the 
National Science Board of the National Science Foundation since 
1956. Dr. Bronk holds 40 honorary degrees and was awarded the 
Order of the British Empire in 1948. He is a member of the Presi- 
dent's Science Advisory Committee and of Academies of Science Eugene H .  Kone 
in England, France, Denmark, Sweden, U.S.S.R. and Brazil. He holds 
a doctorate in physics and physiology from the University of Michigan. Dr. Bronk is a 
Past-President and Trustee of Johns Hopkins University and trustee of several other 
educational and philanthropic institutions. He has also been Director of the Johnson 
Research Foundation for Medical Physics at the University of Pennsylvania, Coordinator 
of Research, Air Surgeon's Office, U. S. Army Air Forces and President of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science. 
General Session on Council on Library Resources, Inc., May 29 
Verner W. Clapp, President, Council on Library Resources, Inc. for 
the past five and one-half years, will preside over a discussion on 
the research done by his organization that is of particular interest 
to special librarians. Mr. Clapp, upon graduation from Harvard 
University, worked in various capacities in the Library of Congress, 
including Director of the Acquisitions Department and Chief As- 
sistant Librarian, from 1923 to 1956. He has been an adviser to the M i l l e r o f  Wmhington 
United States delegation to the Preparatory Conference for UNESCO 
and was a member of the International Advisory Committee of Library Experts on the 
United Nations Library. He is the author of numerous articles in professional journals. 
Ralph R. Shaw will talk on "The State of the Library Art." Dr. Shaw 
is Dean of the Rutgers University Grduate School of Library Services 
and a former Director of the Libraries at the Department of Agricul- 
ture. He is known as the inventor of the photoclerk, photocharger 
and rapid selector; as owner and publisher of Scarecrow Press; and 
as author and editor of scholarly books and articles. He has been 
active on scientific commissions in the United States and abroad. 
Dr. Shaw will also participate in Wednesday's Engineering Section Panel speaking on 
"The Bibliographical Skills Required for Science lnformation Personnel." 
Don R. Swanson works in the fields of computer applications, sys- 
tems analysis, automatic language translation an,d indexing, and 
intelligence data handling at Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc., 
where he is now Manager of the Synthetic Intelligence Department. 
He will discuss "Possibility of Bringing Machines to the Servicing of 
the Intellectual Operations in Libraries." Dr. Swanson received a 
~ ~ ~ p h ~ ~ ~  Ph.D. in physics at  the University of California and serves as a 
member of the Science lnformation Council. 
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U. S. Government Sources of Materials Information 
Metals Division, Tuesday, May  29 
degree in mathematics and later his library 
science degree at the University of Michigan. 
After graduation he became librarian of 
the Union Carbide Metals Company at 
Niagara Falls. 
- -- 
develop the foreign 
technical information program. Prior to this 
Miss Hamrick was Chief of the Technical In- 
formation Division of the Library of Con- 
gress. Her panel topic is "The Art of Prog- 
ress." She is a member of many scientific 
associations. 
William R. Tilley, Chief, 
Of ice  of Technical In- 
formation, National Bu- 
reau of Standards, is 
responsible for the pub- 
lications program, the 
coordination of tech- National Bureau 
nical and public infor- of Standards 
mation activities and the photographic and 
graphic arts services. These activities will be 
the basis for his talk. In 1956 he was given 
a special NBS award for "a highly com- 
mendable contribution to improved govern- 
ment operations." 
Owen C. Gretton is As- 
sistant Chief, Industry 
Division, Bureau of Cen- 
sus, where he has been 
in since 1940. Mr. Gret- 
ton will explain "The 
Role of Metals Data at  
the Census Bureau's Statistics Program." He 
is a member of the American Statistical As- 
sociation and the, American Economic Asso- 
ciation. 
Geography and Map Division, Tuesday, May 29 
Albert L. Nowicki, Chief, Department of Car- 
tography, United States Army Map Service, 
will explain "Luna Mapping at  the Army 
Map Service." He has studied at the Interna- 
tional Training Center of Aerial Survey in 
the Netherlands, has worked with the TVA 
and was Topographic and Geodetic Staff 
ORcer during World War  11. He has written 
articles on photogrammetry and is a mem- 
ber of the American and the International 
Societies of Photogrammetry. 
Robert M. Rados, Tiros Project Manager, 
Goddard Space Flight Center, National Aer- 
onautics and Space Administration, will give 
commentary on films entitled "Project Echo" 
and "Tiros 11." Mr. Rados attended Boston 
College and Massachusetts Institute of Tech- 
nology. While in the Air Force he was Geo- 
physics Research Director of the Air Force 
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Cambridge Research Laboratories. He has 
been at Goddard Space Flight Center since 
January 1961. 
Social Science Division, Social 
Welfare Section, May 31 
Wilbur J. Cohen, Assist- 
ant Secretary of Health, 
Education and Welfare, 
helped draft the orig- 
inal Social Security Act 
and was connected with 
it for the next 21 years. 
At the present time he is on leave from the 
University of Michigan where he is professor 
of public welfare administration. He is the 
author of books an'd articles and the recipi- 
ent of a HEW award and the American Pub- 
lic Welfare Association award. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
Authors and Science 
Biological Sciences Division, Monday, May 28 
Rachel Carson, marine biologist an'd author, will discuss "Man and 
Nature in a Chemical Age." Miss Carson has become increasingly 
concerned about man's destruction of his environment, which is the 
topic of her forthcoming book Silent Spring. She is a graduate of 
Johns Hopkins University and has served with the United States Fish 
and Wildlife Service. Miss Carson has written several books on the 
sea, and The Sea Around Us has won for her the National Book 
Award, the Gold Medal of the New York Zoological Society, the 
Henry Bryant Gold Medal, the John Burroughs Medal and a citation from the Limited 
Editions Club as one of the ten living American authors whose works are most likely to 
become classics. Miss Carson is a member of the National lnstitute of Arts and Letters 
and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature. 
Publishing Division, Tuesday, May 29 
L. Sprague decamp, a free-lance writer mainly of fiction and 
popularized science, will explore "Science in Fiction and Fact." 
During the past 30 years he has published 34 books for children 
and adults, 100 stories, 120 magazine articles, 75 radio scripts, 
book reviews and poetry; he has had jobs as a teacher, editor, 
engineer, technical writer, naval officer and patent consultant; and 
he has traveled on almost every continent. Mr. decamp has won 
several awards for his science fiction and non-fiction. Lands Beyond, written with Willy 
Ley, won him the 1953 International Fantasy Award. 
Education for Science lnformation Personnel 
Science-Technology Division, Engineering Section, Wednesday, May 30 
Chris G. Stevenson, Manager, Technical lnformation Operation, 
General Electric Company, Richland, Washington, will moderate 
the panel. He is a member of the AEC's Technical Information Panel 
and recently served as a member of the Washington State Library 
Commission. He has worked on library standards and training for 
technical information. This year he was selected to deliver the SLA 
John Cotton Dana lecture at  the University of Washington. 
Dorothy M. Crosland, 
Director of Libraries, 
Georgia lnstitute of 
Technology, will speak 
on "Georgia Tech and 
the NSF Study Grant 
for Training Personnel 
Mortimer Taube, Chair- 
man of the Board of 
Documentation, Inc., 
which he founded, and 
Adjunct Professor a t  
Columbia University's 
School of Library Serv- 
- 
for Scientific and Technical Libraries." Mrs. ice, will speak on "lnformation Science 
Crosland is now immersed in a study to de- Versus Science Information." At LC he was 
termine the feasibility of introducing pro- Chief of the Science and Technology Project 
grams into the Georgia Institute of Tech- and later Deputy Chief of the AEC's Tech- 
nology's curriculum for the education of sci- nical lnformation Service. He has written 
ence information specialists. many books on information storage and 
retrieval. 
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Edward Heiliger, Librarian, University of Illinois Chicago Under- 
graduate Division Library, will speak on "Applications of Data 
Processing Techniques to all Library Procedures." He is a graduate 
of the University of Denver School of Librarianship and has an 
M.A. in Latin American history. Mr. Heiliger has held administrative 
positions in libraries in Watertown, New York, Mexico, Chile, Nic- 
aragua and Detroit. He is the co-author of the recent Scarecrow Leonard 
Press volume, Applications for Advanced Data Processing Tech- 
niques to University Library Procedures, on which his presentation will be based. 
Applications of Computers to  lnformation Storage and Retrieval 
Documentation, Business and Finance, Metals, Military Librarians and 
Science-Technology Divisions, Monday, May 28 
Carolyn Kruse, Head, Fenton Kennedy is Supervisor of the Docu- 
Library Division, U. S. ment Library and Reference Libraries of the 
Naval Ordnance Test Applied Physics Laboratory at  Johns Hopkins 
Station, China Lake, University. Since 1957 APL has been work- 
California, will discuss ing on a mechanized retrieval program and 
"The Use of Electronic has experimentally tested it on several types 
Computers for Inforrna- 
,vy 
of computers, and Mr. Kennedy will discuss 
tion Retrieval at the this work. Mr. Kennedy is a graduate of the 
Naval Ordnance Test Station." Miss Kruse, Catholic University Library School and has 
who has a M.A. degree in chemistry from worked at the College of William and Mary 
Oregon State College, has held a number of Library where he received his degree. 
jobs in research and as a technical librarian. 
Robert A. Kennedy, 
Head, Library Systems 
Department, Technical 
lnformation Libraries at 
Bell Telephone Labora- 
tories, will speak on 
"Library Applications of 
John P. Roach, Jr., in- 
ventor of SATIRE, the 
system of Semi-Auto- 
matic Technical Infor- 
mation Retrieval that he 
will discuss, is Head, 
lnformat ion Services, 
System Development Corl 3oration, Paramus, 
, 8 ,  
Permutation Indexing." He has served as As- New Jersey. Prior to his present position, 
sistant Chief Librarian at the National Re- Mr. Roach was head librarian of the 71 
search Council of Canada and as Canadian northernmost libraries in the world, part of 
representative and Chairman of the Docu- the DEWLine Technical Library System of 
mentation Committee of NATO's Advisory Federal Electric Corporation. He has also 
Group for Aeronautical Research and De- served as an information retrieval consultant 
velopment. in the United States and Canada. 
Business and Finance, Social Science and Transportation Divisions, Tuesday, May 29 
Charles J. Zinn, Law Revision Counsel, Committee on the Judiciary 
of the United States House of Representatives, is the luncheon 
speaker. His topic, "How Our Laws are Made," is also the name of 
Dr. Zinn's government document, one of several legal articles he 
has written. Being a professorial lecturer in law at George Wash- 
ington University and an active participant in several national and 
international legal associations, bring him ,down from the "Hill." 
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Museum and Picture Divisions, Wednesday, May 30 
Edward Steichen, Lux- 
embourg-born octoge- 
nar ian photographer 
has, through his work, 
added further dimen- 
sions to photography as 
an art and communi- 
cation media. In the 
1930's he executed the 
photo murals for Radio City; during World 
War II he directed the Navy's aviation 
photographic unit, and in 1947 he became 
Director of the Department of Photography 
at the Museum of Modern Art. In the past 
decade his "Family of Man" exhibit brought 
him acclaim all over the world. Mr. Steichen 
plans an active retirement this summer as 
guest director of an exhibition of Farm 
Security Administration photography. 
Beaumont Newhall, Di- 
rector of the George 
Eastman House in Roch- 
ester, New York, is an 
internationally-known 
photographic historian. 
When Mr. Newhall was Ansel Adams 
appointed librarian at  
the Museum of Modern Art in 1935, he or- 
ganized the first photographic exhibition 
there in 1937 and subsequently founded its 
Department of Photography. Mr. Newhall is 
the author of The History of Photography 
and at  the present time lectures on photo- 
graphic history at the Rochester Institute o f  
Technology. He is a Fellow of the Royal 
Photographic Society, the Photographic SO- 
ciety of America and the Rochester Museum. 
Gordon Hendricks, free-lance writer and lecturer on the motion 
picture industry in America and owner of the largest collection of 
the earliest films in the world, will select films never before seen to 
illustrate his speech, "Beginnings of the American Motion Picture." 
Mr. Hendricks, while poking around the West Orange, New Jersey, 
labs of Thomas Edison, found enough material for his book, Edison 
Motion Picture Myth. MIT will shortly publish two more of his works 
on the motion picture industry. Called the first motion picture 
scholar, he is the author of many articles for film magazines and 
travels from his New York home for lecture series and research. 
Biological Sciences Division, Wednesday, May 30 
Helen G. Trager, Peace Corps Officer, Division of University Relations, will speak on 
"The Peace Corps" at the dinner meeting. Dr. Trager received her Ph.D. from New York 
University and has been affiliated with Bank Street College of E,ducation, Barnard, 
Brooklyn and Vassar Colleges. Her teaching experience includes a two-year visiting 
professorship at the University of Rangoon in Burma and a stint as an educational con- 
sultant in Afghanistan for the United States Government. She is the author of several 
books and monographs including They Learn What They Live, a study of preiudice. 
Thursday, May 31 
Jessica S. Melton is Assistant Director for Technical Operations for 
the Center for Documentation and Communication Research, School 
of Library Science, Western Reserve University. At the Division 
luncheon she will give a "Report of the Communicable Disease 
Center," a Western Reserve project. In addition to her experiences 
in a variety of library work, Mrs. Melton has devoted several years 
to work with automatic data processing equipment and operations, 
and is the author of articles dealing with mechanized information retrieval. 
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Social Science Division, Planning, Building and Housing Section, Thursday, May 31 
William J. Slayton was sworn in as Commissioner of the Urban 
Renewal Administration, Housing and Home Finance Agency, March 
28, 1961. He holds a graduate degree in public administration from 
the University of Chicago. For the past 15 years, he has been en- 
gaged in local and national housing, planning and urban redevel- 
opment projects. He aided in the research study titled "Urban Re- 
development Study" and i s  the author of several documents on 
urban renewal 
Robert C. Colwell came 
to his present post as 
Economic Adviser to the 
Urban Renewal Admin- 
istration from the Coun- 
cil of Economic Advisers 
where he had been a 
staff consultant on mortgage finance, con- 
struction and housing. Mr. Colwell finds time 
for writing and lecturing, and he also serves 
on the Georgetown University Department 
of Economics Advisory Committee. 
Catherine E. Martini, Director of Research, 
National Association of Real Estate Boards, 
is both a lawyer and an economist. She has 
served in the Works Projects Agency and the 
Bureau of Community Facilities of the Fed- 
eral Works Agency and on several tech- 
nical advisory committees to the Federal 
Government. She is now a member of the 
Housing Division Advisory Committee of the 
Census and the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Committee on the Measurement of Construc- 
tion Employment. 
has been a planner for 
Greensboro (N. C.), Knoxville (Tenn.), and 
Cook County (Ga.). In 1954 he activated and 
directed a planning program for Charleston 
County (S. C.) and received the Real Estate 
Board Award for outstanding services to the 
city and county of Charleston. 
Special Libraries in Underdeveloped Areas 
Business and Finance and Social Science Divisions, Wednesday, May 30 
dation Consultant to help establish a library Burmese government set up the Library of 
in the Central Bank of Nigeria in Lagos. She the National Defense College. Earlier he 
teaches Business and Economic Literature in organized and directed the first United States 
the Columbia School of Library Service sum- sponsored information library in Japan. 
mer sessions. 
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Social Science, Advertising, Business and Finance, 
lnsurance and Publishing Divisions, Thursday, May  31 
Raymond T. Bowman plays an important role in developing pro- 
grams to provide the data needed by the Executive Branch, Con- 
gress, business and the public as  Assistant Director, Office of 
Statistical Standards, Bureau of the Budget. Dr. Bowman will ex- 
plain these programs in "Federal Statistical Services." While chair- 
man of the Department of Physics a t  the University of Pennsylvania, 
1949-55, he accepted many temporary assignments for the Federal 
Government. In addition to his present job, he is United States representative on the 
United Nations Statistical Commission and currently President-Elect of the American 
Statistical Association. 
Insurance Division, Monday, May  28 
Glendon E. Johnson is General Counsel for the American Life Con- 
vention. His luncheon address will be "How and Why Business is 
Represented in Washington." Mr. Johnson graduated from the Uni- 
versity of Utah and received the Alpha Kappa Psi medallion for the 
highest scholastic average in the School of Business and Economics. 
He also received a national prize scholarship to Harvard Law 
School. He has been in private law practice and served as  an ad- 
ministrative assistant to United States Sentator Wallace F. Bennett. 
Association News 
Translation Activities in the United States 
Surveyed 
Informative data and statistics on the nature 
and extent of translation activities and meth- 
ods of obtaining translations of 678 research 
organizations in the United States are set 
forth in Suvvey o f  Translation Actiziities ilz 
Univei,sities, Societies and Industvy iin the 
Fields of Science atzd Technology, just issued 
by Special Libraries Association. The Survey, 
covering the years 1955-1959, was supported 
by a $34,105 grant made by the National 
Science Foundation in mid-1960. Its primary 
cbjective was to obtain data on the nature 
and extent of translation activities as well as 
methods used in acquiring translations among 
nongovernmental organizations. A secondary 
purpose of encouraging research organiza- 
tions to contribute their unpublished transla- 
tions to the SLA Translations Center was 
reinforced by a series of talks on the Survey's 
findings, given by the Survey Consultant, 
Alberta L. Brown, to 19  SLA Chapters 
throughout the United States and Canada 
during the fall of 1961. 
o n e  of the important findings reported in 
the Survey is that during the five-year period 
more of the 678 research organizations 
queried recognized the need f o t  obtaining 
scientific and technical information in lan- 
guages other than English. These organiza- 
tions both began new translation programs 
and increased existing translation activities. 
German, French and Russian, in that order, 
are the languages most frequently translated 
at present,-although ~uss ian ,  German and 
Japanese have been indicated as the three 
languages to be emphasized in future trans- 
lations, with Chinese also gaining in popu- 
larity. Chemistry and chemical technology 
lead in the types of subject matter being cur- 
rently translated and will continue to be 
stressed in the years ahead. 
More than i0 per cent of translations used 
by universities, technical societies, trade 
schools, profit and nonprofit research institu- 
tions and industrial f&ms are prepared by 
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staff members and about 40 per cent by com- 
mercial translating agencies. The Special Li- 
braries Association's Translations Center in 
Chicago, an organization's own library and 
the Office of Technical Services (U. S. De- 
partment of Commerce), are the sources 
most frequently checked for existing, unpub- 
lished translations. Funds spent annually by 
individual companies on translations vary as 
widely as less than $50 to more than $20,000, 
and 519 research organizations indicated an 
approximate expenditure in 1959 of $883,- 
750, exclusive of salaries paid translators 
within the respondents' own organizations. 
The Survey was conducted by Alberta L. 
Brown, and the final report was- prepared by 
George Fry & Associates of Chicago. The 
entire project was supervised by the SLA 
Translations Activities Committee composed 
of Elizabeth M. Walkey, Bell & Howell 
Research Center, Chairman; Dr. Kurt Gin- 
gold, American Cyanamid Company; Frances 
E. Kaiser, Georgia Institute of Technology; 
George Mandel, Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administra- 
tion; and Rosemary Neiswender, RAND 
Corporation. 
On May 30, 1962, the Translations Activ- 
ities Committee and Science-Technology Di- 
vision will co-sponsor a luncheon meeting 
at the Convention in Washington, D. C., at 
~ h i c h  time Miss Walkey will report on "The 
SLA Survey of Translation Activities and Its 
Implications for Future Planning." 
A limited number of copies of the Survey 
are available at Special Libraries Association 
Headquarters, 31 East 10th Street, New 
York 3, and may be borrowed upon request. 
1962 John Cotton Dana Lectures 
The annual series of John Cotton Dana 
Lectures, initiated by the Association last 
year to honor its founder and first President, 
are now being presented at accredited library 
schools in the United States and Canada. To 
help library school students and faculty mem- 
bers understand what special librarians are 
and what they do, seven outstanding SLA 
members will lecture on current aspects of 
special librarianship. The series has been 
arranged by Herbert S. White, Chairman 
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of the Association's Recruitment Committee. 
Dr. Burton W .  Adkinson, Head, Office of 
Science Information Service, National Sci- 
ence Foundation, spoke to the Department of 
Library Science at the Catholic University of 
America in Washington, D. C., on April 10 
on "Special Libraries Anticipate the Future." 
Herbert S. White, Manager, Engineering 
Library, IBM Corporation, Kingston, New 
York, discussed "Special Librarianship in a 
Changing Society" at the School of Library 
Science, Syracuse University, on April 19. 
Grieg Aspnes, Research Librarian, Cargill, 
Inc., Minneapolis, delivered a lecture en- 
titled "The New Image of the Special Li- 
brarian" to the Library School at the Uni- 
versity of Minnesota on May 8. 
Charles Zerwekh, Jr., Librarian, Humble 
Oil & Refining Company, Baytown, Texas, 
talked on May 10 at the Graduate School of 
Library Science at the University of Texas in 
Austin. 
Chris G. Stevenson, Technical Librarian, 
General Electric Company, Richland, Wash- 
ington, will lecture at the School of Li- 
brarianship, University of Washington, some- 
time later this spring. 
During the fall semester Eleanor B. Gib- 
son, Librarian, Carrier Corporation Research 
Center, Syracuse, New York, will speak at 
the Library School of the University of 
Toronto, and John Sherrod, Chief, Science 
and Technology Division, Library of Con- 
gress, Washington, D. C., will address the 
School of Library Science at Western Re- 
serve University. 
Donations to Scholarship and 
Student Loan Fund 
The H. W. Wilson Foundation. Inc., an 
educational and charitable foundation estab- 
lished by the late Mr. and Mrs. H. W .  Wil- 
son, has, for the third consecutive year, 
presented $2,000 to the Special Libraries 
Association's Scholarship and Student Loan 
Fund. In expressing his thanks to Howard 
Haycraft, President of the Foundation, SLA 
president Eugene B. Jackson commented: 
"Scholarships form an excellent recruiting 
tool and are necessary adjuncts to the educa- 
tional programs in today's world. SLA's par- 
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ticipation in this educational effort is made 
more meaningful by your generous contribu- 
tion." 
The SLA Student Loan Fund was set up in 
1938, largely through the efforts of the late 
Rose Boots, formerly Chief Librarian, Mc- 
Graw-Hill Publishing Company. Fifteen 
years later Miss Boots again became Chair- 
man of the Student Loan Fund Committee 
and raised enough money to expand the 
Fund so that it could grant scholarships as 
well as loans. Since 1955 27  scholarships 
and 20 loans totaling $31,325 have been 
given to students earning graduate degrees 
a: accredited library schools. The winners of 
three more $1,000 scholarships and one 
$500 Eleanor S. Cavanaugh Scholarship will 
be announced at the Association's forthcom- 
ing Convention. 
The Scholarship and Student Loan Fund 
is supported entirely by contributions from 
companies, SLA Chapters and Divisions and 
individuals interested in encouraging the 
education of special librarians. Outstanding 
donations during recent months have come 
from Time, Inc., Atlas Chemical Industries, 
Inc., Pharmaceutical Section, Southern Cali- 
fornia Chapter, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & 
Company, and Cincinnati Chapter. 
New Recruitment Items Ready 
"What is a Special Librarian?" is the title 
of a new, eight-page brochure published by 
Special Libraries Association to inform high 
school students about the opportunities, edu- 
cational requirements and varieties of work 
available in special library careers (see cover 
above). A unique feature of the booklet is 
the form on the back cover on which students 
can indicate their subject interest, a request 
for further mformation or a desire to visit a 
special library. This detachable form need 
only be stamped and returned to SLA Head- 
quarters, which will then send more appro- 
priate information or will forward requests 
for visits to the Recruitment Committees of 
the SLA Chapters nearest the inquirers' 
homes. It is anticipated that this device will 
enable special librarians in the United States 
and Canada to establish direct contacts with 
students and that library visits and personal 
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discussions will strengthen their interest in 
and knowledge of the profession. 
The brochure was prepared by the Chairman 
of the Association's Recruitment Commit- 
tee, Herbert S. White, Manager, Engineering 
Library, IBM Corporation, Kingston, New 
York, and is attractively illustrated with red 
and black line cuts. Copies of the pamphlet 
are available on request from Association 
Headquarters. Up to 50 copies will be sent 
without charge to vocational guidance coun- 
selors, SLA members and others concerned 
with library recruitment. The rates for bulk 
~ r d e r s  are: 5  1-250 copies, 5& each; 25  1 plus 
copies, 3$ each. 
The Association has also recently issued 
eight "Data Sheets," one-page outlines of 
the scope, location, salaries and educational 
requirements for work in advertising and 
public relations, biological sciences, business 
and finance, fine and applied arts, gas and 
petroleum, insurance, publishing and news- 
paper, and science and technology libraries. 
These were prepared by the New York 
Chapter Recruitment Committee, and it is 
hoped that other Chapters or Divisions will 
work up copy for additions to the series. Up 
to 25 copies of the complete set or of in- 
dividual titles may be requested free, and 26  
plus copies are 10 cents per set or one cent 
for single titles. 
Planning, Building and Housing Section 
More than 30 members in good standing 
have organized a new Planning, Building 
and Housing Section in the Social Science 
Division. Janice B. Babb, Librarian, National 
Association of Real Estate Boards, Chicago, 
is serving as temporary Chairman, and the 
Section has planned two program meetings 
for the Convention in Washington. 
Association Brochures Revised 
The descriptive brochure, "SLA Activities 
and Organization," has been completely re- 
vised and expanded to include full informa- 
:ion on the membership, objectives, projects, 
bulletins and publications of each of the 
Association's 15 Divisions. Data on Chap- 
ters, scholarships, student loans, recruitment 
and conventions have also been added, and 
the front cover of the now 20-page piece was 
redesigned. The "Books and Journals," 
"Translations Center" and SLA Loan Collec- 
tion brochures have also been up-dated and 
reprinted with new colorfuI covers. 
Watson Business Library at Columbia 
The Thomas J. Watson Library of Business 
and Economics was established at Columbia 
University April 2. The new library will be 
housed in the Columbia School of Business 
to be constructed within the next two years. 
Special features of the 300,000-volume li- 
brary will include the Scudder collection of 
corporation history and reports, many ex- 
tending back to the beginning of the century, 
and the sponsorship of individual collections 
by corporations in fields of their major in- 
terest. 
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Guide to Journal Features and Indexes 
The Association has just published Guide 
T o  Special Isszles and Iudexes of Periodicals. 
a work compiled by librarians in the Ad- 
vertising Group of SLA's New York Chap- 
ter. Advertisers and their agencies, pub- 
lishers, manufacturers, economists, marketing 
specialists, researchers, professional associa- 
tions, and college, university, public and 
special librarians will find this unique new 
volume an invaluable aid in locating special- 
ized information and statistics contained in 
trade, technical and consumer journals. 
Bound in sturdy paper covers, this 136-page 
book sells for $5.75. 
799 periodicals representing a comprehen- 
sive cross-section of major industries, profes- 
sions and consumer interests are listed alpha- 
betically with data on the special annual 
features and their editorial and advertiser in- 
dexes. For special annual features, the title, 
subject area and month of publication are 
shown. For periodicals that publish an edi- 
torial index, other than a table of contents, 
the frequency, form (part of a regular issue 
or a separate release) and type of index 
(subject, title and/or author) are given. 
Also noted are those periodicals that contain 
an advertiser index in their issues or publish 
one separately. An extensive index provides 
rapid access to subject classifications of spe- 
cial annual features and periodicals. In addi- 
tion to subject entries, associations are listed 
by name to indicate report of a convention 
and/or trade show. 
IBM Basic Machines Course 
Thirty members of SLA's San Francisco 
Chapter attended a six-week lecture course to 
familiarize themselves with IBM punched 
cards, January 9-February 13. The course 
consisted of six weekly lectures with demon- 
strations and described the data and infor- 
mation that can be put on the cards, the 
machines used for input and output of in- 
formation, the manipulation and exploitation 
of punched cards, including their use with 
magnetic tape and computers. Computers 
and information retrieval were surveyed in 
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the last two meetings. The course was made 
possible through the efforts of Marjorie 
Griffin, IBM Advanced Systems Development 
and Research Library, San Jose, and San 
Francisco Chapter President. 
Members in the News 
MRS. ANNE S. DICKENS has recently been 
appointed Library Director of Medical De- 
1-elopments, Inc. in Jersey City, New Jersey. 
She was formerly Technical Research Librar- 
isn, Western Electric Graduate Engineering 
Training Center Technical Library, New 
York City. 
MRS. VIVIAN J .  MACDONALD retired May 1 
as Librarian of Alcoa Research Laboratories, 
New Kensington, Pennsylvania. Mrs. Mac- 
Donald is a charter member of SLA's Metals 
Division and for more than ten years she was 
the Division's Archivist. 
CARROLL C. MORELAND, Professor of Law 
m d  Biddle Law Librarian at the University 
cf Pennsylvania, has resigned to undertake a 
two-year assignment offered by the Asia 
Foundation to develop a training program 
ior library technicians in Rangoon, Burma. 
He has recently returned from Pakistan 
where he set up the business and finance li- 
brary of the University of Karachi. 
Minnesota Institute on Information Retrieval 
The Library School and the Center for Con- 
tinuation Study of the University of Minne- 
sota will conduct an Institute on Information 
Re t r i ed ,  September 19-22. Under the di- 
rection of Dr. Wesley Simonton, Associate 
Professor, the Institute aims are to present a 
concise picture of the current status of infor- 
mation retrieval, with consideration to the use 
of current devices and techniques, and possi- 
bilities of lines of future development. For 
information on registration and program, 
write to the Director, Center for Continua- 
tion Study, University of Minnesota, Min- 
neapolis 14. 
Archival Management Summer Course 
The University of Washington School of 
Tibrarianship in conjunction with The Na- 
tional Archives and Records Service of the 
General Services Administration will offer 
a new course, Archival Management (Li- 
brarianship 476) ,  during the 1962 summer 
~ession from July 19 to August 17. Dr. T. R. 
Schellenberg, Assistant Archivist of the 
United States for the National Archives, will 
be the instructor. Information may be ob- 
tained from the School at Seattle 5 .  
Buffer Bar 
New Life library charging desks, by John E. 
Sjostrom Company, Philadelphia, have a 
new optional feature, a "Buffer Bar," shown 
above. The front panel of the desk and 
buffer unit are of heavy gauge scratch-re- 
sistant vinyl. 
Letters to the Editor 1 
The Public Law 480 program is described in the 
article by Paul S. Feinstein, "Translation Activi- 
ties of the Foreign Science Information Program," 
which appeared in the January 1962 issue of Spe- 
cial Libraries. The paragraphs on page 29, under 
the subheading "Programs Abroad," are devoted 
exclusively to this program and are still essentially 
correct. The exploratory programs in India, U.A.R. 
and South America, mentioned in the last para- 
graph as planned for F Y  1962, will not be under- 
taken at the present time. 
The figure of 80,000 pages of material being 
translated in Israel, Poland and Yugoslavia should 
be increased to about 115,000, to include addi- 
tional work ordered under the FY 1962 budget. 
Translations completed to date under the three 
plograms consist of more than 115 books, mon- 
ographs, journal issues and reference works, and 
nearly 300 selected articles, totaling about 40,000 
pages. 
Arrangements were completed recently for si- 
multaneous publication in English of six Serbo- 
Croatian journals, and a number of Polish journals 
will be ordered in the near future. These will be 
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armounced in the "in process" section of Tech- 
nical Translations. 
In its early stages the PL 480 program was ad- 
ministered by the National Science Foundation, 
but as it gained impetus the volume of opera- 
tional details and problems connected with distri- 
bution of completed translations became inconso- 
nant with the mission of the Foundation's Office 
of Science Information Service of providing lead- 
ership and policy decisions in this field. Accord- 
icgly in January 1961 the operational aspects of 
the program were transferred to the Office of 
Technical Services, and an NSF grant was pro- 
vided for this purpose. OTS was already equipped 
to announce and publicize translations completed 
and in process, and the Department of Commerce 
distribution facilities had been utilized from the 
beginning of the program. NSF retained responsi- 
bility for planning and policy, submission of 
budgets and negotiation of contracts with foreign 
governments. 
I trust the foregoing will supply such additional 
information as may be necessary for a clear under- 
standing of the PL 480 program. OTS is planning 
to supply a list of completed translations to librar- 
ians visiting the PL 480 exhibit at the SLA Con- 
vention, and this will be prefaced by a brief de- 
scription of the program's background and opera- 
tions. 
MRS. MARY S. DYER, Chief, PL 480 
Translation Section, Acquisition and 
Control Branch, Technical Information Division 
Office of Technical Services, Washington, D. C. 
NUMBER OF PERIODICALS TITLES INDEXED 
QUESTIONED 
Howard Haycraft in his paper, "Problems of 
Selecting Periodicals for Wilson Indexes," Special 
Librarie~, March 1962, states that only 3,000 pe- 
riodicals of the 25,568 periodicals subscribed to 
by the New York Public Library are covered by 
the Wilson periodical indexes, Engineering Index, 
Biological Abstracts and Chemical Abstracts. This 
is incorrect. 
Chemical Abstracts alone regularly abstracts and 
indexes over 6,800 periodicals and 1,300 continua- 
tions, 3,465 of which according to the New York 
Public Library are on its current subscription list. 
JAMES L. WOOD, Librarian 
The Chemical Abstracts Service, Columbus, Ohio 
A rough count of Engineering Index (1960) 
gives about 1,400 titles. This added to the Wilson 
count is close to Mr. Haycraft's total. Didn't any- 
one challenge his figures ? 
MRS. ELMA T.  WHITTEMORE, Librarian 
AC Spark Plug, Flint, Michigan 
A number of your readers have questioned the 
statement in my article, "Problems of Selecting 
Periodicals for Wilson Indexes" in your March 
issue, placing the number of periodicals indexed 
in published current indexing or abstracting serv- 
ices at approximately 3,000. Inasmuch as the ar- 
ticle in question was written about a year ago, it 
is difficult for me to identify completely at this 
date my sources of information. I do recall that 
anything approaching exact figures (with the ex- 
ception of our own indexes) was quite hard to 
come by, and that to a large extent I relied on 
estimates by informed members of our staff. What 
resulted was our best composite judgment, in 
round figures, of the total number of periodicals 
regularly indexed or abstracted. 
Since the figure stated was at best an approxi- 
mation, I am glad to have the comments of your 
correspondents, one of whom would raise my 
figure of indexed and abstracted periodicals to ap- 
proximately 5,000. If his figure is correct, this 
would mean that something better than 20,000 of 
the 25,568 periodicals subscribed for by the New 
York Public Library are not covered by published 
indexing or abstracting services. I do not think, 
however, that this alters the point I was trying to 
establish: that few if any of these 20,000 titles are 
widely enough held by libraries to support their 
inclusion in published indexes such as those issued 
by the Wilson Company. 
HOWARD HAYCRAFT, President 
H. W.  Wilson Company, New York 
ANOTHER INDEX TOOL CITED 
Since Mr. Haycraft's point is that the whole 
concept of periodical inclusion in indexes may 
need further study, I would like to point out that 
there is one tool which covers by itself far more 
than 3,000 periodicals: the Internationale Bibliog- 
raphie der Zeitschriftenliterutur. With its three 
sections, including one on non-German articles 
(Bibliographic der fremdsprachigen Zeitschriften- 
literatur), it covers over 6,000 periodicals in all 
fields of knowledge. 
The price for this inclusiveness is one which 
American librarians may not be willing to pay: 
greater time-lag, fewer access channels than we 
are used to, no multi-yearly cumulations, and a 
method of arrangement which is rarely used here. 
Nevertheless, it might be worth while to study 
this unique publication for possible solutions to 
our own problems. Would it, for example, be 
feasible to group together some of those periodi- 
cals which are so sparsely held that they are be- 
yond the indexing "vanishing point" that Mr. 
Haycraft mentioned, and to index them by a 
method akin to that of the IBZ? Perhaps a first 
step might be to translate into English the Ger- 
man subject headings used in the IBZ,  so that 
American librarians can have easier access than 
heretofore to literally thousands of periodicals 
(many of them in the English language) which 
are indexed by the IBZ but not by the tools that 
Mr. Haycraft mentioned. 
JOHN J. BOLL, Associate Professor 




A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THREE SYSTEMS OF 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL. Norman D. Stevens. 
New Brunswick, New Jersey: The Rutgers Uni- 
versity Press, 1961. 149 p. $4.00. 
Although the term "information retrieval" is 
only 1 2  years old, it has been cloaked in so much 
ambiguity by now that a piece of literature on 
systems of information retrieval could be almost 
anything. In this particular case, Dr.  Stevens uses 
the term with one of its purest meanings. H e  is 
reporting on three different ways of extracting 
similar facts from records of one sort or another. 
The three systems referred to in the title con- 
sist of: 1)  using a file of IBM punched cards con- 
taining information and references from the litera- 
ture of explosives; 2) locating information in a 
special handbook produced primarily from these 
punched cards; and 3 )  looking up the same sort 
of information by conventional methods in a li- 
brary. The cards and the handbook were prepared 
by Arthur D. Little, Inc. under several D O D  con- 
tracts. The library was Michael Costello's library 
at Picatinny Arsenal in Dover, New Jersey. 
The comparative study was conducted under a 
contract sponsored by the Air Force Ofice of 
Scientific Research. When the study was under- 
taken, both the handbook and the cards had been 
in use for several years. The purpose of the Air 
Force investigation was an evaluation of these 
two existing tools to assess their worth relative to 
each other and to conventional library resources. 
The contract covered the background, the use and 
the operational value of each of the three. 
The book is essentially a report of the findings 
derived from this investigation. As such, it would 
look more familiar in the traditional 8% x 11 
near-print format of a technical report than it 
does in the format of a hard-cover printed book. 
The language closely resembles that of report 
literature, with facts and figures scattered over the 
pages like toys on a playroom floor. 
In all fairness it must be pointed out that the 
writing was not slanted toward general readership, 
e\en among people in the documentation field. It 
was intended quite evidently for consumption by 
people who were familiar with the card file, the 
handbook and the explosives literature. Neverthe- 
less it contains facts, comments and conclusions 
which could be used by other documentation work- 
ers for a variety of purposes. Like all research re- 
ports, it is an account of what was done and 
what was discovered on a particular project. 
It would have been nice if the study had enabled 
the investigators to rank the three systems in one- 
two-three order for overall desirability. Unfortu- 
nately, research does not always produce such neat 
and clean results. After an exhaustive analysis the 
author apparently had little choice except to sum- 
marize his findings in two final chapters of con- 
clusions and comments. For the general reader 
these two chapters contain the material of great- 
est immediate interest. With the evidence of a 
specific investigation for support, they restate 
much of what we believe to be true about the re- 
lationships between costs and goals in information 
retrieval. 
PHILIP LESLIE 
Ryan Aeronautical Co., San Diego, California 
SPECIAL LIBRARY AND INFORMAT~ON SERVICES IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM. J. Burkett, ed. London: 
The Library Association, 1961. 200 p., illus. 
$4.28, members; $5.70, nonmembers. Post free. 
The aim of this work is to examine the struc- 
ture and purpose of special libraries and informa- 
tion services in the United Kingdom and to show 
the role these services perform within the parent 
body and on the national scene. A team of promi- 
nent British librarians have contributed chapters 
under the editorship of J. Burkett, Librarian at 
the Hawker-Siddeley Nuclear Power Company. 
In an introductory chapter the Librarian of the 
Patent Office discusses the main features of the 
research structure in the United Kingdom. Mr. 
Burkett contributes a chapter on Government Li- 
braries, in which the origin and activities of over 
22 libraries are described. British Central Scien- 
tific Libraries and libraries maintained by public 
authorities (coal, gas, electricity, atomic energy 
and broadcasting) next come under review. Com- 
plete representation of industrial libraries has not 
been possible, and only the larger groups (metal 
industries, engineering and electrical industries, 
chemical and other industries) are identified. The 
relationship between industry, research and or- 
ganization is stressed. 
The  important role played by the public library 
in the development of special libraries is shown 
in a chapter on the municipal contribution to 
special librarianship. A final chapter, by Mr. Bur- 
kett, deals with the future development of special 
library and information services. There is an 
appendix on the libraries of international organ- 
izations. 
The book has been designed to meet the needs 
of the library students, librarians and manage- 
ment. Although it is addressed to a British audi- 
ence, American readers will be interested in 
comparing the views expressed with American 
practices. 
H .  RUTH ISAACS, Librarian 
British Information Services, New York City 
Publications From Denver Library School 
The Graduate School of Librarianship of the 
University of Denver has published Syllabus for 
Technical Processe~ h Libruries and Syllabus for 
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Reiearrh Method] in L~blrr~ianship. The first deals 
with technical processes, covering the adminis- 
trative principles, techniques and problems relat- 
ing to the acquisition, cataloging, conservation and 
photographic services in all types of libraries. The 
second volume is designed to present the topic 
and basic characteristics of procedural rules for 
research problem-solving. Both books cost 52. 
The School has also started to issue a "Studies 
in Librarianship" series. The first title. Interli- 
brary Loan Practices at Six Rocky Mountain Col- 
leges and linivwrities, sells for $1. Four issues 
are planned annually. The above books may be 
obtained from the Order Department, University 
of Denver Libraries, Denver 10, Colorado. 
New Serials 
MENCKENIANA is a quarterly newsletter devoted to 
H. L. Mencken, published by Enoch Pratt Free 
Library, Baltimore. This first issue contains items 
by and about the "Sage of Baltimore." A regular 
feature will be a bibliographic checklist. The Sum- 
mer issue will feature Mencken's address to the 
American Booksellers Association luncheon, May 
1940, which has never been published before. A 
subscription is $1 per year, and it is available 
from the Library. 
NEW AMERICAN PERIODICALS is a four-page 
monthly service for librarians, researchers, adver- 
tisers and dealers to keep them informed of the 
latest periodicals as they are published. A cumu- 
lative alphabetical and subject index will be is- 
sued quarterly, and each issue is punched to fit 
standard 8% x 11 ring binders. Charter subscrip- 
tion rates are $5 a year. Offices are at 160 Fifth 
Avenue, New York. 
USA 1,  a monthly news and current history mag- 
azine, is divided into three sections: U .  S. World 
reports and evaluates the United States' role in na- 
tional and international affairs; U .  S. Times sur- 
veys the historical and scientific backgrounds of 
recent events; and U .  S. W a p  of Life reports on 
the family in society. U S A  I is $1.25 a copy and 
$15 a year and is available from 310 East 44th 
Street, New York, 17. 
Booklist for Management 
The Wisconsin Chapter of the Special Libraries 
Association recently issued the booklist. "Top 
Books for Management," a supplement to one 
published during National Library Week 1961. 
The eight-page bibliography is available from the 
Wisconsin Chapter, 600 West Kilbourn Street, 
Milwaukee 3. 
Cost of Libraries Materials Statistics 
The Library Services Branch of the United States 
Office of Education is offering free T h e  Cost of 
Library Materials: Price Trends of Publications. 
The booklet provides table, chart and bibliographic 
information on the quantity of trade books pub- 
lished over the last 30 years and the prices of 
books, periodicals and serial services of assistance 
in planning, budgeting and maintaining collections. 
Free single copies may be obtained from the Pub- 
lications Inquiry Unit, Library Services Branch, 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 
Washington 25, D .  C. 
SLA Authors 
BOCKMAN, Eugene J. and SESSIONS, Vivian. Mu- 
nicipal Reference Libraries. Lib~ary  Journnl, vol. 
87, no. 8, April 1962, p. 1545-8. 
CASTAGNA, Edwin. The Public Librarian and the 
City Manager. Canadian Libr'wj, vol. 18. no. 5, 
March 1962, p. 202-5. 
GRIFFIN, Marjorie. The Library of Tomorrow. Li- 
bfary lourt~al ,  vol. 87, no. 8, April 1962, p. 1555-7. 
MCCORMICK, Peter J. Patents, People Rr Progress. 
Library ]ourrzal, vol. 87, no. 8, April 1962, p. 
1548-50. 
RISTOW, Walter W .  World Atlases. Library Jour- 
nal, vol. 87, no. 8,  April 1962, p. 1553-5. 
Special Rate for Physics Translations 
The American Institute of Physics is offering spe- 
cial discounts on translations of the 1962 Russian 
originals it will issue from July 1962 to June 
1963. These discounts apply to individuals who, 
if their employing organizations subscribe to the 
Iristitute's journal, may also subscribe to the jour- 
nal at half price. Also, all subscribers to the trans- 
lation journals may order additional copies of each 
journal at half price. Orders should be sent to the 
Institute at 335 East 45th Street, Xew York 17. 
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28 p. pap. 3/ members; 3/6d. non-members. 
"Information Services and Literature Currently 
Available to Research Workers and Librarians" 
and "Problems of Social Science Information Meth- 
ods From the User's Point of View: I. The Ad- 
vanced Research Worker, IS. The Research Stu- 
dent," including discussions. 
HERALD, Althea C. Processing Manual: A Pictorial 
Workbook of Catalog Cards, comp. by A. M. 
Crane. Teaneck, New Jersey: Fairleigh Dickinson 
University Press, 1961. 88 p. illus. $6. (L.C. 61- 
15899) 
Sample catalog cards illustrate different entries, 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
i.e., analytics, series, shelf list cards, to aid non- 
librarians and typists in cataloging processes. Index. 
~ ~ ~ T E R N A T I O N A L  OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND 
HEALTH INFORMATION CENTRE (CIS). Guide to 
the Cnrd Service and Classification Scheme, provi- 
sional ed. Geneva: CIS c/o International Labour 
Office, 154 route de Lausanne, 1961. 47 p. pap. 
illus. 70$. 
For use by subscribers to CIS services. 
KIBRICK, Eileen, ed. Bibliographic Problems i n  
the h'rttuval Sciences: Reports Delivered at the VI 
Scientific Conference of the Library of the Acad- 
emy of Sciences of the USSR, Leningrad, March 
2-4. 1960, trans. by Adam Kahane, Royer and 
Roger, Inc. (Library Monographs No.  4; Library 
Series of the Technology Press.) Cambridge: Mas- 
sachusetts Institute of Technology Libraries, 1962. 
v; 113 p. pap. $2.88. (L.C. 62-11361) 
LIERARY OF CONGRESS. Annual Report of the Li- 
huri,li~ of Congvess: For the Fiscal Year Ending 
June 30, 1962. Washington, D .  C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1962. xxii, 153 p. charts. $2. 
(L.C. 6-6273) 
Appendices. Index. 
NEWMAN, Simon M. Classified Patent Search 
File.r, A Proposed Base for Technical lnformation 
Centecr. Washington, D .  C.: U.S. Patent Office, 
U S .  Department of Commerce, 1961. 20 p.  pap. 
apply. 
Proposal for establishment of new search cen- 
ters and description of patent classification system. 
Six appendices. Bibliography. 
SMITH, J. Roland. T h e  Library and lnformation 
Services of the lndustriul Group, 1951/52 to 
1958/59 ( D E G  Report 340 ( R )  ) .  Lancashire, 
England: United Kingdom Atomic Energy Au- 
thority, 1961. 33 p. pap. illus. 4s. 6d. (Available 
from H.M. Stationery Office.) 
Complementary to earlier Report by I. H. Hogg 
and the author. 
ZINSSER, William K. Search 6 Research.. The  Col- 
ltctions and Lrses of the New York Public Library. 
New York: New York Public Library, 1961. 46 p .  
pap. illus. 31: $3 bound. (L.C. 61-14647) 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
Positions open and wanted-50 cents per line; 
minimum charge $1.50. Copy must be received by 
tenth of month preceding month of publication. 
POSITIONS OPEN 
CATALOGER required immediately for the Library 
of the World Health Organization, Geneva, Swit- 
zerland. Degree from accredited library school and 
at least two years' experience in cataloging medical 
and scientific literature necessary. Knowledge of 
languages desirable, particularly German and 
French. Salary: US $4800 per annum, net of in- 
come tax, rising by annual increments to US $6130 
M A Y - J U N E  1962 
plus cost of living and dependents' allowances and 
education grant for children, under certain condi- 
tions. Liberal terminal payments. Sickness and ac- 
cident insurance; annual and home leave facilities. 
Initial contract for two years. Application should 
be sent to the World Health Organization, Geneva, 
marked for VN/708. Last date for receipt of ap- 
plications is June 4, 1962. Only candidates selected 
for final competition will receive a reply. 
LIBRARIAN-for 4700 bed fully accredited modern 
psychiatric hospital 66 miles east of Los Angeles. 
40-hour week, three weeks paid vacation, 11 paid 
holidays, 12 days annual accumulative sick leave, 
state retirement program plus social security. 
Starting salary $462. Must have 2 yrs. varied pro- 
fessional library experience & equivalent college 
graduation with 1 yr. graduate study accredited li- 
brary school. Write or wire J. H. Turner, Patton 
State Hospital, Patton, Calif. 
MEDICAL IBRARIAN for 385-bed teaching general 
hospital, fully accredited. Schools of Nursing and 
Medical Technology. Degree required, experience 
desired. Liberal salary and personnel benefits. 40- 
hour week. Write: Administrative Assistant, Fair- 
view Park Hospital, 18101 Lorain Avenue, Cleve- 
land 11, Ohio. 
- 
SCIENCE LIBRARIANS. The M.I.T. Libraries have 
several immediate openings for science librarians. 
Qualifications are a Master's degree in library sci- 
ence and undergraduate study in the physical, bio- 
logical or earth sciences. Salary depends upon 
qualifications and library experience. Four weeks 
vacation, health and life insurance benefits in- 
cluded. Apply to Science Librarian, M.I.T. Li- 
braries, Room 14-S136, Cambridge 39, Mass. 
S C ~ E N T ~ F I C  DOCUMENTS LIBRARIAN. Minimum of 
B.S. Degree in physical science or engineering. Li- 
brary school degree or equivalent preferred. T o  
organize and maintain collection of corporate re- 
search data. Liberal employee benefits. Salary com- 
mensurate with professional status. Send details of 
education and experience and other personal data 
to Personnel Manager, Air Reduction Research 
Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey. 25 miles 
from New York City. Equal opportunity employer. 
POSITIONS WANTED 
LIBRARIAN. B.S. in Science Ed., M.S.L.S. now 
heading science library, husband transferred, seeks 
position in Boston area. Available September. 
w r i t e  Box B 91. 
N o ~ - L ~ ~ ~ ~ R ~ ~ ~ - ~ n f o r m a t i o n  getter, researcher, 
organizer; after 8 years medical and psychiatric 
librarian, dept. head, serials and documentation 
research, am convinced: "Engineer intelligence or 
get out of the way." Fully employed; will con- 
sider brain-twister in the information race. Box 
B 82. 
FOR SALE 
CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS, unbound Vols. 52 and 53, 
1958-59, complete including subject, author and 
formula indexes. Price $200 net 30 FOB Lake For- 




Positions immediately available in new 
branches, subject departments, technical 
services, children's work, and bookmobiles. 
THE SALARY: $464-$575 PER MONTH 
(Experienced librarians may start above 
mmimum.) 
THE PLACE: 
Los Angeles, where the climate is always 
good. 
THE FUTURE: 
Good opportunity for professional growth 
and promotional advancement in a grow- 
ing system; 35 librarian promotions within 
the last 12  months. 
STUDENTS MAY APPLY DURING 
THEIR LAST SEMESTER OF LIBRARY 
SCHOOL. 
For additional information write to: 
Personnel OfFicer 
Los Angeles Public Library 
630 West Fifth Street 
Los Angeles 17, California 
THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY 
has immediate openings for indexers on 
THE APPLIED SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY INDEX 
Applicants must be capable of per- 
forming accurately the detailed work 
required in assigning appropriate sub- 
ject headings to articles in current sci- 
entific and technical journals. Some 
background in science i s  essential; 
knowledge of cataloging and/or li- 
brary experience, while desirable, are 
not absolute requirements. 
Beginning salary $6,000 and up de- 
pending on qualifications. Annual sal- 
ary reviews. Many Company benefits, 
such as vacations, sick pay, pensions, 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield etc. 5 day, 
35 hour week. 
Applications should be addressed to: 
The Personnel Department 
The H. W. Wilson Company 
950 University Avenue 
New York 52, N. Y. 
@ LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY 
TECHNICAL PROCESSES LIBRARIAN. . . Requ i r e s  technica l  
background and experience to coordinate ordering and cataloging of 
books and report literature. Experience in a technical library pre- 
ferred. Responsibilities will include organizing a coordinated technical 
process program covering both open literature and report materials. 
Salary commensurate with experience. Degree in Library Science re- 
quired. 
The Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in the San Francisco Bay 
Area is operated by the University of California for the United States 
Atomic Energy Commission. 
For additional information, address inquiries to: 
Mr. George Kumparak 
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT 
LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY 
P.O. BOX 808 M-32 LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA 
U . S .  Citizenship Required A n  Equal Opportunity Employer 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
ATOMIC ENERGY DIVISION 
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY 
EXPANDING RESEARCH PROGRAM 
HAS CREATED OPENINGS FOR THE 
FOLLOWING: 
Technical processes librarian 
L.S. DEGREE (5th yr.) 
Reference librarian 
L.S. DEGREE (5th yr.) 
Physical science or engineering 
background desirable 
This library serves the Atomic 
Energy Commission and its con- 
tractors at the National Reactor 
Testing Station near ldaho Falls, 
Idaho. Advanced procedures uti- 
lizing I.B.M. equipment are in 
operation. Modern quarters pres- 
ently under construction. Excel- 
lent opportunities for professional 
growth, pleasant working condi- 
tions, and responsible, satisfying 
work at a professional level. Ex- 
cellent location convenient to 
Yelluwstone Park, Sun Valley, 
and all types of outdoor living. 
U. S. Citizenship required. 
ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO: 
Personnel Administration 
Phillips Petroleum Company 
Atomic Energy Division 
P. 0. BOX 2067-GR 
ldaho Falls, ldaho 





Responsibilities will include the supervision of 
professional librarians in: cataloging, classifying 
attd acquisition of technical documents; the 
establishment of effective systems to improve 
the dissemination of technical information 
throughout the corporation; the administration 
of a dynamic program for general library 
improvement. 
Candidate must have a degree in Library 
Scietzce and a minimum of five years experience 
in a technical, research and development setting. 
Qualified Librarians are invited to send 
resumes to Mr. M .  J .  Stout, SDC, 2471-A 
Colorado Aveme,  Santa Monica, California. 
7 SUC \ 
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
Paramus. New Jersey Lexington, Massachusetts 
Washington, D. C. Santa Monica, California 
"An equal opportunity employer:' 1 1 . 2 ~  
MAY-JUNE 1962 
Handbook of Special Librarianship 
and Information Work 
2nd edition 
Edited by Wilfred Ashworth 
COMPLETELY REVISED edition of the Special Library Classic 
containing much new material in 5 14 pages. 
Price: 50s. to members of Aslib and students 63s. to non-members 
Aslib 
3 B E L G R A V E  S Q U A R E ,  L O N D O N  S W 1 
Complete composition, press and pamphlet Y 
binding facilities, coupled with the knowledge and 
skill gained through fifty years of experience, 




PRINTERS OF THE OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
LET US SERVE YOU 
WITH THESE PUBLICATIONS 
ABRIDGED READERS' GUIDE 
AGRICULTURAL INDEX 




BOOK REVIEW DIGEST 
BUSINESS PERIODICALS INDEX 
CHILDREN'S CATALOG 
CUMULATIVE BOOK INDEX 
CURRENT BIOGRAPHY 
EDUCATION INDEX 
ESSAY & GENERAL LITERATUURE INDEX 
FICTION CATALOG 
INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS 
INTERNATIONAL INDEX 
LIBRARY LITERATURE 
PRINTED CATALOG CARDS 
READERS' GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE 
REFERENCE SHELF 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARIES 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES 
VERTICAL FILE INDEX 
WILSON LIBRARY BULLETIN 
and many others 
THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY 
950 University Avenue New York 52 
The TERMATREX system is based up; the principle of OPTICAL COINCIDENCE. 
Cards representing terms are superimposed over a l ight source. Light shines 
thru the holes representing the accession numbers of the desired documents. 
VISIT us in booth #57 at the 53rd Annual SPECIAL LIBRARIES CONVENTION, 
Washington, D.C. See --bow a streamlined library can locate references at 
the speed of light. 
WRITE US FOR INFORMATION ON: TERMATREX EQUIPMENT CONSULTING SERVICES TRAINING OF 
INDEXERS BACKLOG INDEXING DATA ENTRY COMPATIBILITY WITH COMPUTERS SYSTEM DESIGN 
BUSINESS MACHINES,  INC.  a 
GAITHERSBURG, M D  WINOSOR 8-9440 
